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Allergies have taken on cultural meanings other than those offered by 

biomedicine.  Interviews with allergic and non-allergic Americans were used to 

investigate the explanatory models of the lay population.  This thesis uses ethnographic 

data to examine explanatory models of allergic conditions, highlighting metaphorical 

uses of allergies in American culture.  The explanatory models of the subjects were 

contrasted to the biomedical model and the stereotypes created by the media in the United 

States.  Important topics addressed in the analysis of the interview material were: what 

are the explanatory models of allergies in America, how do allergies influence the self-

image of someone with that condition, and how Americans with and without allergies 

perceive the allergic individual. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
 

The illness Americans call allergies is a complex interrelationship between the 

cultural and the physiological.  Allergic reactivity is medically testable and often 

treatable.  However, certain aspects of allergies appear to have more in common with 

culture bound syndromes (CBS) than with pathogenic diseases.  This thesis investigates 

the wide array of explanatory models within the American lay population, employing 

ethnographic techniques to apprehend how Americans use the concept of allergies.  

Frequent discussion about allergies and recurrent representation of allergy attacks in 

fictional media demonstrates that allergies hold symbolic importance to Americans.  The 

results from this investigation into the explanatory models of allergies are representative 

of how the lay population of the United States forms beliefs about health and wellness. 

The objective of this thesis is to analyze and discuss the cultural beliefs about 

allergies held by Americans in the United States.  The hypothesis guiding this research 

was that allergy conceptions held by the lay population color how Americans experience 

and treat allergies, in a manner that is often inconsistent to that of the biomedical model.  

A secondary objective was to explore lay beliefs to determine which factors make 

allergies a common topic of discussion and a frequently parodied illness in fictional 

representation.  The medical anthropological framework of explanatory models 

(Kleinman 1980) was employed to analyze the data and to explore the lay beliefs about 

allergic conditions.  This theory was tested by using material acquired through interviews 
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with allergic and non-allergic people, taken from a sample of convenience within the 

general population of South Florida and by observing behavior of allergic individuals 

over the course of this study.  IRB approval was obtained and most interviews were 

recorded for later transcription.  Important topics addressed in the analysis of the 

interview material were: what are the explanatory models of allergies in America, how do 

allergies influence the self-image of someone with that condition, and how Americans 

with and without allergies perceive the allergic individual.   

The understanding of allergies by the American lay population is highly variable, 

but particular aspects of allergic understanding have little variation, especially when it 

comes to American’s perceptions of the stereotypical “allergic personality.”  This thesis 

uses Arthur Kleinman’s (1980) five part framework of explanatory models, mental 

categories created in order to understand a given phenomenon, and Raymond Prince’s 

1985 work on culture bound syndromes, illnesses with psychological components that are 

recognized only within specific cultures, to investigate the unique nature of allergies in 

the United States. 

Why the Study of Allergies is Anthropological 

 Allergic disease, as it is manifested today, is a product of human culture.  While 

animals, especially those in captivity (Profet 1991), have allergic responses, only humans 

can reflect on their health and change their environment to suit their needs.  Ironically, it 

is human manipulation that makes allergies a significant problem.  Energy efficiency and 

climate controlled living situations have their own particular problems.  Furthermore, 

political interests and the economy work to stratify societies, creating exposure risks 

dependent upon one’s place in the economic continuum.  As would be expected, 
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communities with the least money, or social influence, are the least able to effect needed 

changes to their environment (Doob 2005).   

 While allergies and asthma are biological processes, it is human interaction with 

the environment, and the meaning given to the experience, that makes allergic diseases a 

compelling subject for anthropological study.  Were it exclusively a biological process, 

all populations with susceptible phenotypes would have similar rates of allergies.  

However, this is not the case.  Demographic study shows a distinct pattern: those in the 

poorest urban neighborhoods are the most likely to be sensitized to allergens (Pearlman et 

al. 2006; Rastogi et al. 2006; Stevenson et al. 2001).  The allergen to which sensitivity 

occurs falls into patterns as well.  Residents of urban centers tent to be allergic to roaches 

and more indoor allergens.  Suburban residents are more often allergic to outdoor 

allergens (Lewis et al. 2000).  

If the phenomena of allergies are systematically studied from the point of view of 

the lay population, the new perspective would expand the knowledge of this complex 

health problem.  The popular understanding of allergies affects the attitude and health-

care seeking behavior of allergic individuals (Helman 1985).  Therefore it is important to 

understand the lay model and what factors shape it, so that all aspects of this illness may 

be addressed.   

Allergies are increasing at a significant rate (AAAAI 1996).  The medical 

profession has been unable to satisfactorily explain the increase in prevalence.  Studying 

the culturally created perceptions of this issue may shed light on this phenomenon.  

Donald Joralemon, in Exploring Medical Anthropology, stated that,  

The meaning of illnesses of course is different depending on the explanatory 
ideas of those involved.  The sick person may blame stress, the doctors will blame 
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a germ or immune response, the preacher may attribute the illness to a sinful life, 
social scientists may blame structural violence for the living conditions and 
political scientists may blame the structure of the government for causing 
economic disparities (Joralemon 1999:52).   
 
With illnesses such as allergies, in which little is understood about the underlying 

cause, speculation may fill in information gaps that medical science is unable to address 

(Armstrong 1994).  Is it a judgment of lifestyle to state that inner city residences have 

higher rates of asthma than the residence of suburbs?  Questions such as that lead to 

further question, such as: Why do suburbanites suffer from hay fever more frequently 

than their urban counterparts?  Even more intriguing is that people who are having fun 

tend to have less severe reactions than people in serious moods (Kimata 2001) therefore 

stress and attitude may play a significant role in determining the severity of one’s 

allergies.   

There is a biological basis for the syndrome, but cultural expectations expand 

upon the biological aspects to a great degree.  Allergic reactions are common, with up to 

25% of Americans having some form of reaction to a foreign substance and many more 

than that assume that they have an allergy, though they have never been formally 

diagnosed (Dennis 2010).  However, due to sampling errors, in particular problems with 

self-reported allergies, the numbers of allergies are greatly exaggerated since about 35% 

of Americans believe they have at least one allergy, but only about 3.5% test positively 

on an oral food challenge (NIAID 2010: 20).  

There are far more questions than answers when it comes to understanding the 

cultural aspects of allergies.  What are the underlying factors making allergies a culturally 

elaborated illness?  Why do so many people claim to be allergic when there is no 

recordable evidence of their illness?  Could allergies be a response to living in a stressful 
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world?  Could the never-ending bombardment of pharmaceutical advertisements and vast 

amounts of information available be making allergies worse?  It is important to attempt to 

separate the cultural factors of allergies from the biological ones in order to get a better 

understanding of both. 

Allergies, if used as a social tool, allow a person to remove themselves from their 

typical daily situation.  By using allergies, unlike other diseases with more social stigma, 

a person can temporarily place themselves in the sick role, and reenter their regular role 

at will, giving themselves a temporary respite from the stresses of daily life.  However, 

allergies are not entirely without stigma.  The chapter on stereotypes demonstrates that 

even those who stuffer allergies themselves, scorn people they believe to be taking 

advantage of the sick role and overstating their allergic condition (Joralemon 1999). 

Allergies as they are experienced in the United States are both physical and 

cultural.  The modern lifestyle of enclosed homes, processed foods, over exposure to 

allergens, and lack of infectious diseases all seem to contribute to the increase in allergy 

rates.  On the other hand, the physical factors may only explain part of the increase.  

Frequent media representations may create an expectation of allergies where they would 

not otherwise be suspected.  Also, variability of allergies makes them a simple 

explanation for any physical distress a person may experience, making allergies seem 

even more prevalent than they already appear.  As will be discussed in the next section, 

the medical definition of an allergy is far more circumscribed and is only a small part of 

the vernacular use of the word among the lay population.  
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The Dual Nature of Allergies 

 Allergic responses can be deadly and terrifying.  This thesis does not discount the 

suffering that allergic individuals experience.  One purpose of this thesis is to show that 

while allergies are based in the physiological, they have taken on cultural meanings not 

acknowledged by the medical community.  Furthermore, in this thesis there are many 

instances in which the word “allergy” is used in a way that is inconsistent with the 

biomedical definition of the word.  A medical professional would quickly recognize the 

reactions described as intolerances or other non-immunological responses.  However, for 

this thesis the word allergies is used in a way that is consistent with the more open 

definition used by the lay population.  This is to demonstrate that when the American lay 

population discusses allergies they do not recognize the medical definition and use the 

word that most closely fits their explanatory model.  Several subjects in the sample have 

both medically diagnosed allergies and intolerances that would not be accepted under that 

definition.  The rule throughout this thesis is that if the subject refers to their reaction as 

an allergy, it is recorded as such. 

Background: Allergy Rates and Prevalence 

According to the American Academy of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology, a 

professional organization specializing in immunology and allergy, about 50 million 

Americans have some type of allergy, although that may be a conservative estimate, since 

the rate of self-reported allergies, in some cases, is far higher.  Over the last 20, years the 

prevalence rate of allergic diseases has doubled in the United States and in the European 

Union.  The Global Allergy and Asthma European Network (GA2LEN), estimates that 

about half of the European population will have some form of allergy within the next 
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seven years.  There are various theories, such as the Hygiene Hypothesis (Steinmen et al. 

2003) and the Toxic Load Theory (Bock and Stauth 2007), that try to explain the 

increase, but the explanations offered are contradictory and do not satisfactorily explain 

the phenomena.   

Besides being a topic for biomedical research, allergies are also a common topic 

of conversation between lay persons.  The lay population is creating and consuming 

information about this ubiquitous health issue.  The rise in the prevalence of allergies has 

been echoed with recurrent representations by the news media, book publishers, and 

fictional entertainment industries.  This thesis will use ethnographic methods to explore 

the lay models of allergic conditions, highlighting the ways in which Americans use 

allergies as a metaphor for expressing control over one’s environment and to describe the 

diverse representations of allergic conditions, and to investigate how these conditions are 

experienced and understood.  

The omnipresent nature of allergies makes them a good candidate for 

anthropological research.  It would be virtually impossible for an American adult to 

totally lack awareness of allergies, even if that understanding is incomplete or 

misinformed.  The pharmaceutical companies, mass media, and the medical community 

each have had a part in creating the vast body of information available about allergies.  

This bank of cultural knowledge is important in the development of explanatory models 

of health issues (Kleinman 1980), and of allergies in particular.  Surprisingly, the 

consumers of this vast bank of information rarely question the content, reliability, or the 

motivation behind its production (Robinson and Levy 1986).  The creators of this 
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knowledge have an economic interest in the distribution of their service, product, or point 

of view. 

The topic of allergies was selected for several reasons.  First, they are so common 

that data is plentiful.  Secondly, unlike many other diseases, there is relatively little 

stigma associated with allergies.  Thirdly, people have diverse understandings about the 

nature of allergies.  People often retell stories that they have seen on television or movies, 

without mentioning the source.  Thus, even fictional representations become a part of 

people’s explanatory models.  

Almost everyone has some concept of allergies, even if they are not consciously 

aware of their knowledge.  Despite the ubiquity of allergy awareness, the knowledge is 

not consistent from person to person.  There are many competing ideas regarding the 

actual nature of allergies.  A large part of the information available is exaggerated to 

further the ends of various interests, whether it be to profit from the multi-billion dollar 

allergy market (AAFA 2009) or to provide an exciting plot point in a movie or television 

program.  The original goal of this research was to explore how various capitalist 

interests influence the explanatory models of health within the lay population.  However, 

after completing the interviews, it turned out that the truth was far more complex than the 

simple assimilation of information provided by the media and the biomedical industry.  

The informants exhibited an elaborate understanding of their allergies and the allergies of 

others.  The explanatory models they had formed were a composite of personal 

experience, marketing and stereotypical representations, unlike any of the images 

produced by either the biomedical or the entertainment industries. 
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The primary goal of this research is to explore how Americans experience allergic 

illnesses, using an anthropological framework for the cultural construction of illnesses.  

Through use of interviews with allergic and non-allergic people, several facets of the 

American popular conception of allergies, including common stereotypes, were 

examined.  By comparing the medically recognized understanding of allergies to the 

subjects’ perceptions of the condition, it was possible to highlight the underlying 

conceptions of this well known, but widely misunderstood health problem.   

A secondary objective of this thesis was to explore the lay perception of allergies 

to determine which factors make them more prevalent as a cultural construction.  If the 

cultural aspects of this pervasive health issue are brought to light, perhaps treatments of a 

more holistic nature may be applied, and be more effective than the current medical 

treatments available.   

Allergic Reactions: Types and Triggers 

Allergic reactions come in many varieties and can potentially manifest in different 

forms over the course of a person’s life.  The typical lay concept of allergies is 

“something to which a person reacts.”  However, the medical description is far more 

circumscribed.  A simplified biomedical description is: a reaction to a generally harmless 

substance entering the body of a sensitized individual, activating specialized antibodies, 

usually immunoglobulin epsilon (IgE), triggering a chemical response causing systemic 

or localized inflammation (Vickerstaff-Joneja and Bielory 1990).  According to the 

biomedical perspective, a reaction to a substance without the activation of the specialized 

antibodies is not technically an allergy.  The narrow medical view of allergies and the 

broad, open usage of the word by the lay population appears to be a cause of tension 
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between patients and their physicians (Li et al. 2009).  Chapter Five offers examples of 

subjects with non-standard allergies and their dissatisfaction with the treatment they 

received from the biomedical establishment. 

Many other reactions mimic the IgE mediated response.  Lactose intolerance often 

produces bloating and other gastrointestinal distress (Hoffman 2002).  To the untrained 

eye this response is identical to an allergic response to milk, however it lacks the 

immunoglobulin reaction and therefore does not meet the criteria of a true allergy.  

Another reaction mistakenly identified as an allergy is that of chemical sensitivity.  For 

some people, perfumes and cleaning products produce sneezing, watery eyes and 

breathing difficulties, but like lactose intolerance, there is no IgE response.  While some 

people will use the medically accurate term sensitivity, many will explain the reaction as 

an allergy. 

The popular definition of allergy is far more inclusive of intolerances and 

irritations than the biomedical conception of allergic reactions.  The biomedical 

explanation relies on specialized tests to determine whether a patient is actually allergic 

to a substance or simply intolerant of it.  The lay population self-diagnoses their illnesses 

based on symptoms.  If they eat or smell a substance that causes an unpleasant reaction, 

they usually label it an allergy.   

A wide array of illnesses is glossed by the word allergy.  Since so many diverse 

illnesses carry that appellation, it leads to an ambiguity under which almost anything can 

be attributed to an allergic reaction.  Reactions range from the mildly inconvenient to the 

deadly, and there seems to be no end to the combination of allergens and responses.  
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Unlike poisons or viruses, that are almost always harmful, allergens are usually harmless 

to others in the surrounding area, making them harder to avoid. 

Rhinitis, also called hay fever, is the most common allergic response, affecting 

about 9%-16% of the population (Schatz 2007) although some estimate it at 25%-35% 

within certain populations in the United States (Weber 2008).  Other common reactions 

are rashes, breathing difficulties, and headaches (AAAAI 1996).  The most dangerous 

type of allergic reaction is anaphylaxis.  Anaphylactic attacks are the most visible and 

dramatic.  The allergic individual may swell in an obvious way; if their throat swells they 

may not be able to breathe.  Fortunately, death by anaphylaxis is rare about two people 

out of a million die from anaphylactic reactions annually (Moneret-Vautrin et al. 2005). 

An allergy and the subsequent response are unique to the individual, but there is 

no question that they can cause a sharp decline in a person’s quality of life (Schatz 2007).  

While not every allergy individual claims that allergies are impairment, many others 

express aggravation and distress, sure that their lives would be easier without their 

allergies.  

Justification and Research Goals 

The wide range of allergic responses obscures the breadth of the issue.  Allergies 

are at once both a nuisance and a deadly threat; they are an individual problem and a 

community health risk.  A clear understanding of what allergies mean to different groups 

will help open a dialogue and reduce misunderstandings between physicians and patients, 

parents and teachers, and the allergic and non-allergic wherever they must interact.   

A larger picture of allergies, from various perspectives, will facilitate 

communication between physicians and their patients.  This is important, since a 
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disagreement about the origin of the sickness may compel the patient to seek other forms 

of treatment that are more in tune with their explanatory model, including self treatment 

(Callan and Littlewood 1998).  Physicians often complain of noncompliance, that their 

patients do not follow through with the recommended treatments.  The patients, on the 

other hand, complain that the doctor does not understand the root cause of the problem 

and is simply medicating the symptoms.  In the words of Sandy, a twenty-four year old 

graduate student, “They are just giving me medicines”. 

Allergies are difficult to treat, and a significant percentage of allergy patients quit 

treatment without advising their physicians (Hermosa et al. 2010).  A direct dialogue 

between medical professionals and the lay population may facilitate the development of 

treatment options that are acceptable to both populations. 

 Studies on allergic rhinitis (Schatz 2007) and asthma, a respiratory disorder 

strongly correlated with allergies (Okelo et al. 2007; Schatz 2007), have found that 

physicians typically rate reaction severity milder than the patients report for the same 

reaction.  For example, patients in Schatz’s study reported coughing, sore throat, 

headache, wheezing and a number of other symptoms more frequently than they were 

reported by the physician.  Furthermore, only half of the patients in that study showed 

“good symptom control” though about half were taking two or more allergy medications.  

One of the factors provided for the discrepancy was the lack of adequate communication 

between the patient and their physician.  A way to correct this problem has been offered 

by Ricard, Kind, Christian, Jenson, and Stewart in their 1999 article on treatment 

outcomes.  They summed up the situation rather concisely, “including patient preferences 

in medical evaluations might be a useful tool in evaluating the success of their treatment” 
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(Ricard et al. 1999: 268).  Many subjects in this sample have discontinued medical 

treatment in favor of self-treatment with over-the-counter medications.  Others only seek 

medical care in case of emergencies.   

In the case of chronic disorders, such as allergies, the lack of results from 

biomedical treatment can be frustrating.  A high percentage of allergic individuals elect to 

discontinue treatment without discussing it with their health care provider.  Some seek 

alternative treatments, such as Traditional Chinese Medicine, prayer groups, or other 

programs (O’Connor 1994).  Asthma is one of the conditions for which complementary 

and alternative health care is the most often sought (Freidin and Timmerman 2008).  

These complementary and alternative treatments may be used in place of, or in addition 

to, biomedical treatments (Braganza 2003).  While alternative and complimentary 

treatments are used as a means of allergy relief, they are rarely depicted in mainstream 

representations of allergies. 

Methodology  

The study sampled a varied population of male and female subjects.  All subjects 

were over 18 and have lived in the United States for at least 15 years.  Allergic and non-

allergic individuals were interviewed, to determine if the allergic condition provides 

different insights into the nature of allergies.  Surprisingly, the non-allergic population 

was not as allergy free as they initially stated.  As the data show, the allergic condition is 

more a matter of personal choice than the freedom from reactions. 

The study population consisted of twenty-six subjects: 18 female and 8 males.  

Subjects were selected from a sample of convenience, from the general population of 

South Florida.  Of the twenty-six, eight claimed not to have allergies, but when pressed, 
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almost all of those had some form of reaction or vague suspicion that they were allergic 

to a medication, such as penicillin, but did not recognize themselves as allergic.  The 

average subject in the sample was a 34 year old Caucasian female with an allergy.  See 

appendix A for a detailed list of subjects’ ages, ethnicities and allergies.   

The question of allergic versus non-allergic subjects becomes more confusing 

when the biomedical criteria are applied to the sample.  Many of the informants were 

either self-diagnosed or had intolerances that would not be labeled allergies by 

physicians.  The speculation and the self-diagnosis aspects of these responses will be 

dealt with in subsequent chapters. 

Interviews were semi-structured focusing issues related to allergies and allergic 

reactions.  Questions followed a general pattern, but follow up questions were based on 

the subjects’ responses.  Only the questions, “what are allergies?” and “please describe 

your stereotype of an allergic person” were given to every subject.   

After data collection, behaviors were coded.  For example, any use of water or ice 

to ameliorate pain was indicated by a code.  Some behaviors were labeled with more than 

one code; they were then listed under each category that applied to that behavior 

(LeCompte and Schensul 1999).  Analysis focused on discovering thematic responses 

within and between interviews.  Pseudonyms were used to protect the subject’s identities, 

although several names were not changed at the request of the informant. 

Chapter Summary 

Allergies are found in all populations (Profet 1991); however in the United States 

they have taken on many cultural meanings that go beyond the strictly biological.  It is 

important to learn what allergies mean to the population in order to properly treat the 
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illness.  Everyone has explanatory models regarding illnesses.  These explanatory models 

are created by a combination of experience and ambient knowledge gained over one’s 

lifetime.  The media and pharmaceutical advertisements add to the milieu of information 

available and do not clarify what allergies actually are for the lay population.  However, 

they do add to the confusion and disappointment many subjects reported feeling when 

they sought medical care.  The expectation of this study is that the lay population’s 

models may be used by medical professionals to better assist their patients who ask for 

help with allergic conditions.  
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CHAPTER TWO:  
THE MEAGER ANTHROPOLOGICAL LITERATURE ON ALLERGIES

 
Anthropological theories that specifically address allergic diseases are sparse.  

The few that even broach the subject only address the physical aspects of allergies.  

Allergies, as prevalent as they are, have only been studied as a medical phenomenon and 

have never been systematically studied as a cultural construction.  Anthropological 

writings take two stances on the topic: as an aspect of Evolutionary Medicine or as 

evidence that the living patterns of Western cultures are dangerous, as in the Hygiene 

Hypothesis (Borchers et al. 2005).   

The primary explanation provided by Evolutionary Medicine is that IgE is created 

when the body responds to helminths, parasitic worms.  In the absence of parasitic worms 

the body continues to create IgE antibodies, but they are incorrectly stimulated by benign 

substances, such as proteins from tree nuts or wheat (Barnes 1999).   

While the production of worm fighting antibodies seems extraneous in the United 

States and other affluent countries, in under-developed parts of the world parasitic 

infection is typical.  Over a billion people worldwide are infected with nematodes, a type 

of parasitic worm that triggers a host’s IgE antibodies.  If Barns and colleagues are 

correct, there is still evolutionary pressure to continue IgE production. 

Two other hypotheses about the adaptive benefits of allergies that would fall 

under Evolutionary Medicine are the Fire Alarm Theory by Marc Lappé and Margie 

Profet’s theory that allergies are an adaptation that provides protection from various types 
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of cancer.  Another evolutionary medical concept, but has gained far more public 

recognition and critical examination is the hygiene hypothesis.  This explanation is 

popular among lay persons and in self-help books about allergies.  The hygiene 

hypothesis contends that modern building practices and overly-hygienic conditions are 

detrimental to the development of a mature immune system.  This theory, while widely 

held but may only be a partial explanation.  Physician and researcher, Harris Steinmen 

and his colleagues (2003) undertook a large study in Africa, concluding that processed 

food and foam mattresses may contribute more to allergies than overly hygienic 

conditions.  

Why We Get Sick (1996), by Randolph M. Nesse and George C. Williams 

dedicates a full chapter to allergies.  They propose that allergies may convey some form 

of protection and that suppression of the allergic response may restrain the body’s natural 

defense mechanisms.  According to this explanation, many modern-day illnesses, such as 

heart disease and obesity, can be traced to previous adaptations that helped the early 

humans survive famines, parasites, and pathogens (Lappé 1994; Barns et al. 1999).  All 

arguments for why allergies persist among humans are weak and speculative, and at best 

provide more questions than answers. 

To investigate allergies as cultural phenomena, it is necessary to tease out the 

cultural components from the biological ones.  However, the separation is artificial since 

there are so many underlying cultural components involved.  Both the cultural and the 

biological are critical factors in how Americans experience allergies and why they are 

different from other illnesses that are less subjective to cultural interpretation.  William 

Dressler (2001) proposed a synthesis of the structural patterns of illness and the culturally 
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constructed understanding of illnesses in order to develop a clearer understanding of the 

cultural components of medical issues.  Using Pierre Bourdieu’s (1999) Outline of a 

Theory of Practice, Dressler argued that Medical Anthropology was perfectly situated to 

use “structualist constructivism” as a theoretical model.  Since health lies at the 

intersection between the structural and the culturally created, a medical condition should 

be understood as structurally produced, by economic, gender and ethnic patterns of 

behavior.  At the same time, the meaning of illness is culturally constructed, so that the 

popular understanding of a disease is not necessarily based on the structural aspects of the 

communities at risk.  The disparity between the structural factors and the common 

understanding obscures reality and makes eliminating the problem more difficult.  While 

the majority of this research is on the cultural construction of allergies, and how the 

information is transmitted and reproduced within American culture, it is important to 

understand that there are structural factors to the prevalence rates of allergies and how 

they affect various segments of society, in order to contrast the common perceptions to 

the quantifiable reality.  

Explanatory Models 

Arthur Kleinman’s work on Explanatory Models (1980) is widely used by 

medical anthropology to explain differences in perceptions between the lay population 

and medical professionals.  The explanatory model provides a framework to apprehend 

five aspects of a condition: the origin, the time of onset, the ill effects, the acuteness, and 

treatments required to overcome the problem (Kleinman 1980).  The following chapters 

use these aspects as a basis to analyze the information the informants provided. 
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 For this paper lay person is defined as any person without formal training in 

medicine or healing.  The term medical professional will be used for anyone formally 

trained in western biomedicine, such as a physician, nurse, or other paraprofessional in 

the medical field.   

While there are varying levels of medical understanding, the explanatory models 

of the lay population are typically idiosyncratic.  During one’s lifetime an individual 

assimilates newly acquired knowledge with their previous understanding and their 

personal experiences.  This creates a working model of an illness.  Since a person’s 

experiences and knowledge change over time so will their conception of an illness as new 

information is acquired.  Everyone uses explanatory models of disease, but each person’s 

model will be shaped by different sets of information. 

The interviews illustrate working explanatory models of the subjects in this 

sample.  Interview subjects identifying themselves as allergic were able to discuss the 

origins of allergic conditions, such as a genetic inheritance or environmental hazards.  

They were able to identify the onset of their own allergic state, the symptoms 

experienced, the severity of their allergy in relation to other allergic individuals, and all 

allergic individuals had some method of relieving their symptoms. 

 Medical professionals also use explanatory models.  However, the models of the 

professionals will be more stable than those of the lay population due to the way the 

information was acquired.  The medical model focuses on one root factor of a disease, 

such as the histamine response to an allergen or a rhinovirus causing the common cold.  

Lay models may be far more complex in explaining the origins of an illness.  Often a 

disease will have multiple factors in their etiology.  A poor diet, staying out too late, and 
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exposure to germs are often regarded as equally important cofactors in the causation of 

health problems.  Instead of an invading germ causing a physical response, such as a 

cold, the other factors in the lay model contribute as much to the onset of the cold as the 

virus (Helman 1978).  

 The biomedical profession teaches an exact definition of an allergy.  While the 

symptoms vary, the molecular response is a predictable chain of events.  A known 

antigen enters the body, an immunoglobulin cell, usually IgE, triggers a compliment 

cascade.  Then histamine and other chemicals are released causing visible reactions 

(Vickerstaff-Joneja and Bielory

 In the past, before printing and mass media became as ubiquitous, information 

was disseminated orally.  Knowledge was spread slowly and local traditions developed.  

Presently, in affluent societies, new information is not only available it is an almost 

constant bombardment of informational stimuli.  A person cannot leave home without 

seeing advertisements, hearing broadcasts on television and radio and overhearing 

discussions containing new information.  According to Beasley and Danesi (2002) the 

average American encounters about 3000 ads a day and that is before considering the 

television shows, radio programs and other entertainment sources themselves, all of 

which contain information, cultural symbols and imbedded advertising (Beasley and 

Danesi 2002).  While this information may not seem to be medical, it is relevant to the 

discussion since knowledge gleaned from ads and entertainment contribute to the many 

 1990).  This specialized knowledge is not common to 

those outside of the medical profession.  Though most people know that an allergic attack 

is a body’s way of responding to something unwanted, they do not understand the 

mechanisms behind the process.   
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different explanatory models a person may have.  The effect these information sources 

have on explanatory models is further explored in chapter six. 

People in the United States today are exposed to many competing sources of 

information regarding health care issues.  While all knowledge is culturally created, not 

all of it is factual.  Fictional representations sometimes have more influence on an 

individual’s explanatory model of an illness than a descriptive medical explanation (Hart 

2000).  Medical explanations often do not have a narrative form that provokes an 

emotional response.  Films and television programs, on the other hand, actively create an 

illness narrative with an onset, crisis, and conclusion.  The viewer may understand the 

program as a fiction, but the narrative is internalized and added to the knowledge of the 

disease presented.   

Lay people learn about allergies by direct experience of an allergic condition, by 

having a relative or friend with the problem, or by seeing various representations of 

allergic reactions in media portrayals.  Learning about health issues from sources such as 

friends, movies, and magazines all contribute to a person’s explanatory model of an 

illness.   

 Through interviews with allergic people, it becomes clear that most allergic 

people believe that there is a hereditary component to allergies.  Doctors call hereditary 

allergies atopic, though that word is rarely used outside of the medical field (Vickerstaff-

Joneja and Bielory 1990).  The hereditary nature of allergies is common knowledge since 

family members share information.  The shared knowledge becomes a part of the 

explanatory model of that family and those in their immediate social network.  When 
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discussing their allergies people often bring up family members with similar reactions, 

usually to compare themselves favorably to kin with more severe allergic problems. 

 For those people without chronic allergies or who are not members of atopic 

families, their understanding of allergies will not be produced by firsthand experience or 

biomedical explanations.  Their base of knowledge will come from television, film, 

books, and advertisements.  While sometimes factual, these representations do not 

necessarily correspond with orthodox medical teaching.  Examples of this assimilated 

information can be seen repeatedly in each of the sections based on informants’ 

responses. 

Culture Bound Syndromes 

William: I don’t remember the details, but it’s part of life.  It’s like part of the 
society.  Part of fitting in is talking about the allergies that everybody has, you 
know? 
 
Allergies are an intriguing amalgamation of physical disease and cultural 

expression.  Interviews with subjects drawn from the American lay population uncover 

the cultural aspects of allergies.  Based on interviews done in the course of this research, I 

propose that allergies display elements similar to those of culture bound syndromes 

(CBS), albeit with a biological basis.  Or to coin a phrase, a culturally elaborated 

syndrome, since the illness in many of its manifestations can be measured on objective 

tests.  Culture bound syndromes have four defining aspects, those are: 1. Culture-specific 

areas of stress, 2. Culture-specific shaping of conduct, 3. Culture-specific interpretation, 

4. Culture-specific interventions (Pfeiffer and Schoene 1980).  As will be demonstrated in 

subsequent chapters, all four of those points are met within the American experience of 
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allergies.  While the biological component is present, it is often less important than the 

meanings ascribed to allergies. 

Folk illness and cultural bound syndromes are typically applied to psychogenic 

disorders found only in non-western cultures.  According to Cheryl Ritenbaugh (1982), 

CBS do not exist outside of the cultural contexts in which they are found.  Based on the 

interviews done for this thesis, there are many cultural components to allergies and 

further study is warranted in order to determine if the cultural aspects of allergies are 

uniquely American enough to consider it a CBS in its own right.  The explanatory models 

of CBS are based on signs and symptoms accepted by the culture and take on meanings 

based on the person experiencing the symptoms.  The hegemonic control of biomedicine 

creates the standard by which all disease categories are to be compared.  However, it is 

necessary to point out that biomedicine is an emic system of the West, and it too must be 

scrutinized in the same way as other cultural belief systems.  Biomedical models, while 

appearing to be objective, include cultural components (Ritenbaugh 1982).  Even within 

the United States, subcultures have different models for an illness than are found within 

the larger culture (Schwartz 1985). 

 All disorders hold meaning for the patients (Banks 1992).  A patient will “give 

meaning to her symptoms using culturally explicit and objective symbols, beliefs and 

language”.  While CBS are used primarily to discuss somatoform illnesses, there is some 

question as to the nature of many of those diseases.  Researchers continue to look for a 

biological cause for disorders of the mind, while most physical diseases have 

psychological components. 
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 Even though Western medical bias has primarily limited CBS to exotic locations 

(Prince 1985), several studies have examined diseases that are specific to Western 

cultures.  According to Raymond Prince, Westerners believe that their culture possesses 

the only true understanding of psychiatric syndromes.  The Western hegemonic belief 

system repudiates health explanations of other cultures as folk concepts and magical 

thinking (Prince 1985), and dismisses similar explanations when it is a part of 

explanatory models in western cultures.  However, many disorders with psychological 

components, such as anorexia, obesity, and allergy match the criteria for CBS as defined 

by Leslie Schwartz (1985) in Anorexia Nervosa as a Culture-Bound Syndrome.  There is 

a push to discover the specific pathogen, lifestyle factor, or danger that causes every 

pathological response (Prince 1985).  In the absence of a known pathogen the medical 

community may label an illness psychogenic, and recommend psychiatric treatment for a 

patient that has negative results on the objective medical tests. 

 Even with medically testable allergies, the diagnoses, labeling, and treatment may 

be problematic.  Allergies that appear on tests created by the biomedical community are, 

even then, sometimes untreatable.  Then there are many idiopathic reactions that appear 

to be allergic conditions that are unrecognized by the biomedical model.  The idiopathic 

reactions, even more than the medically accepted allergies, fit even more readily into the 

definition of culture bound diseases.  According to Pow Meng Yap (1974), certain 

syndromes are not ‘independent disease entities’, but rather culturally created variations 

of clinical prototypes.  This fits how Americans experience allergic conditions.  While 

there is a clinical manifestation of allergic disease, the modern stresses found in the fast-
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paced American/Western culture, tend to make individuals more reactive than they may 

otherwise be.   

Behavior is culturally determined.  These factors, such as a culture’s view on 

stress, illness and the sick role all change how the CBS manifests in a given society (Jilek 

and Jilek-Aall 1985).  Looking at allergies as a CBS requires researchers to ask the 

question “Which cultural values and conflicts are involved in Western contexts?” (Banks 

1992:867).  Banks further warns against anthropologists assuming that everyone within a 

particular culture will experience the signs and symptoms of a psychopathology in the 

same way.  Different manifestations are not unprecedented.  

The fact that symptoms may be given different meanings and interpretations in 
varying subcultural contexts has important implications for whether and 
individual will accept the designation of ‘sick role’ label and for the success 
failure of treatment (Banks 1992:881). 
 
Unlike the anorexic patients with whom Banks was working, who usually deny 

being ill, some allergic individuals tend to claim illness often in the absence of testable 

evidence.  Allergies allow the patient to claim a sick-role that may be taken off and put 

on at will.  Since it is subjective to the sufferer, and many times invisible to anyone else, 

a person with allergies may enter the sick-role at any time the stresses of life become 

burdensome.  In fact, this has been demonstrated physiologically by biomedical tests 

performed by Dr. Hajime Kimata, Department of Allergy, Ujitakeda Hospital in Japan.  

Dr. Kimata has also shown that laughter decreases the size of wheals caused by 

introduction of an allergen, but not histamine induced wheals, during a skin prick test 

accompanied by stressful stimuli (2001a).  Dr. Kimata has shown in clinical trials the 

effect of laughter at reducing a variety of allergic reactions (Kimata 2001a-b; Kimata 

2004a-d; Kimata 2007a-b).   
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While it is not within the scope of this thesis to determine if allergies are a CBS, 

since no cross cultural data have been collected, it is possible to firmly state that allergies 

have a very strong cultural component.  The cultural aspects of this syndrome may have 

as much influence on how a person experiences allergies as the biological aspects.  The 

subsequent chapters explore the explanatory models of subjects with allergies, 

investigating their beliefs and how they treat their condition.  As a contrast the 

explanatory models of non-allergic individuals, with varying degrees of exposure to the 

topic, were also interviewed to determine if personal experience provides different insight 

into the topic than that of information acquired from strictly external sources.   
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CHAPTER THREE: THE AMERICAN MODEL OF ALLERGIES
 

Much is still unknown about allergies.  Orthodox western medicine, with all the 

tests and pills, is still unable to conclusively explain the purpose of allergies despite the 

various evolutionary theories.  The lay perspective of allergies is of anthropological 

interest because the answers vary so greatly from person to person.  Yet interview 

responses revealed patterns demonstrating the use of culturally created models.  This 

chapter will consider the cultural construction of allergic disease, the problems with the 

various understandings, and what it says about American culture.   

The perceived etiology of a disease is essential to understanding a person’s 

explanatory model of an illness (Kleinman 1980).  This chapter focuses on the lay 

population’s beliefs about the nature and origins of allergic conditions.  The following 

chapter also investigates the origin of the illness on a personal scale.  While similar at 

first glance, the responses regarding the whole population are, in fact, very different from 

the origins of a person’s own condition and merit deeper exploration. 

Body Defense 

Allergies, for some people, may represent a fear of attack from the unknown and 

the uncontrollable.  When asked: Why are allergies increasing?  The responses betrayed 

anxiety about modernization, particularly “chemicals.”  Subjects’ responses show the 

belief that pollution and artificial processes allow chemicals to interact with the body in 

unexpected and negative ways. 
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All the subjects were asked the most obvious question, “What are allergies?”  

There were two typical responses to the question.  The most common answer, also the 

most medically accurate answer, is that the body reacts to a foreign substance it comes in 

contact with.  The second most popular answer is that the body must fight off a foreign 

substance attacking the allergic person.  While these response types appear very much 

alike at first, the difference, upon further analysis between the two responses is that one is 

clearly defensive; the body is protecting itself from a harmful substance.  The second 

response indicates a belief that the body is offensively attacking the invasion of a foreign 

substance.  Two subjects, Mimi and Anita gave concise answers that can stand for the 

two response types.  Mimi reported an airborne allergy to dust, “Something that your 

body doesn’t accept, you’ll react to it.”  Anita, representative of those with food allergies, 

provided a more offensive response, “I guess it’s your system fighting off something it 

doesn’t like.”  

The opposing points of view are telling in this situation.  The answers are split 

almost perfectly into two types among three allergy-type groupings.  In group one, those 

with more traditional allergy triggers, gave the standard biomedically supplied answer, 

that the body was defending itself from a foreign substance.  The second group was a 

mixture of subjects with no allergic reactions and subjects with allergies to foods.  Nearly 

everyone in the second group answered that an allergy was something attacking the body.  

However, reasons for the responses were not the same.  The non-allergic subjects, lacking 

any personal experience with the topic, answered that it is an attack, since that is how 

sudden allergic responses appear to an observer.  Those with food borne allergies, with 

the exception of one, also indicated that they were attacked.  However, their response 
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appears more defensive.  They seem to see the world as a more dangerous place.  Also, 

all of the subjects with food allergies appear to worry more in general than informants 

with air borne triggers.  

Chemicals and Pollutants as Explanatory Models of Allergies 

Subjects provided several categories of explanation for the increase of allergies in 

Western cultures.  The most common answer was that pollution attacks people or 

weakens the body.  Potential chemical exposure fell into two categories: chemicals in the 

air and those in the modern American diet.  Subjects were concerned with the 

artificialities of the modern lifestyle.  Without a direct focus, informants referred to the 

contaminating agents as chemicals or pollution, but nothing more specific than that, 

except in one case.  Sue, a secretary in a mold infested building, explained that despite 

years of remediation, many people in her building were still ill.  Not every subject was 

asked this question, but the answers were very specific when they were.  Pollution, man-

made chemicals, and processed foods were blamed in almost every instance.  If this 

question had been asked consistently, it seems that it would support the culture-specific 

area of stress (Pfeiffer and Schoene 1980), indicating a cultural aversion to unknown 

dangers in the environment.  Twenty-seven percent of the subjects specifically mentioned 

pollution, chemicals, or the environment, as the direct cause of increasing allergies.  

William: Perhaps it’s something that our ancestors didn’t have in our diet.  So 
what ends up happening is we use it and our bodies can’t handle it.  

 
Donna: It is getting worse cause people is doing more chemical stuff, but I would 
say the higher class are getting more sick, cause they have the money to buy the 
more chemical food.  And the poor people is the one who is hardly getting sick 
cause theys eating more natural food.   

 
Rebecca: Probably pollution and different chemicals that are produced.  
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Sandy: A lot of people have asthma; it has to do with industrial civilization.  That 
would be the pollution, basically really start to trigger allergies.  That is, 
industrialization pollution.  All the chemicals.  Geez, that’s why cause back in the 
day, early humans there, chemicals like that were not around. 

 
 Jackie: Not sure, maybe due to more pollutants in the air. 

 
Gene: They were raised in a society with pollution. 

 
Michael: Because of artificial things that are in the environment.  Just everything 
that is being pumped in.  Especially to do with the air. 

 
Annie: A lot of it has to do with air quality.  We spend a lot more time in 
confined spaces with re-circulated air, and things of that nature—all the allergens 
that might have blown away or are naturally dissipated now it's concentrated 
more.  I think it possibly has something to do with repeated exposure.  There is 
more of it and then you’re exposed more to it.  When you think about it, people 
that live in urban settings especially people that are poor.  They are more confined 
to their homes, the kids are in the homes,  and there’s something bad in the house, 
and they can’t go out because they’re afraid their kid will get abducted, shot, 
beaten, whatever by drug dealers so they sit in the house all day and have nothing 
other to do than be exposed to their allergen.  

 
Donna: It’s the air outside. It’s the pollution.  They’re doing so much out there, 
the chemicals, the different things that’s in the air.  That messing up your body 
inside and making you get allergies.  Although sometimes trees give you allergies.  
When you have more trees the earth will be a better place to live in we will get 
less sickness I think.  Well with them cutting down everything the air has no place 
to go.  The trees to me pull up certain things in the air (grasping at the air) you 
know to me the trees pull some of the chemicals…they take the beating, but with 
them cutting down the trees out there we don’t have anything to pull the germs 
and the different things out of the air so you find more and more people getting 
allergic reactions to a lot of things 

 
Chemicals, pollution, or environmental problems were cited 35% of the time as 

causes of rising allergies.  Several other subjects provided answers such as the processed 

food and new items in the modern diet. 

A Clean World: Sterile Environment as Explanatory Models of Allergies 

Sally, a 54 year old receptionist, described the hygiene hypothesis in detail 

(Borchers et al. 2005).  When asked where she first heard it, she said that she just made it 
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up.  Typical of many explanatory models, the origin of the information is lost and it just 

becomes a part of the subject’s beliefs. 

Sally:  I think the problem is in America even more so than the third world 
countries.  That we’re so sterile, we keep clean so much that—like when we are 
young like my mom said go outside and play in the dirt, it’s really good for you.  
Cause you’re exposed to different environment particles and what happened is we 
became so sterile here that clean, clean, clean is that when we are young we are 
not exposed to all these things.  Cause my mom was a clean freak.  The house was 
so clean you could eat off the floors and I think she kept the house so clean that, 
we did go outdoors and play and stuff, but I think the mold and everything is my 
biggest problem.  So I think that we’re not being exposed to all these elements 
when we are young.  But she was so clean that we never got it.  I did play in the 
dirt, and I don’t have any other allergies but besides basics and stuff like that.  But 
I think if you hear about other third world countries they don’t have all this stuff 
we do.  Their kids playing in the dirt, their running around and exposed.  Probably 
your mattress isn’t a good thing to have, all the mites in that bed.  You can’t get 
them out no matter how much you vacuum, the respiratory allergies and stuff.  So 
I think it’s our environment plus health. 

 
 Donna has lived in the United States about 20 years, but visits her family in 

Trinidad at least 3 weeks every year.  She believes that people living in the United States 

have more allergies than those living in the islands.  Her answer clearly expresses a 

distrust of processed foods. 

Donna:  I can’t think about not one person that has allergies there.  Because it still 
has a lot of trees and they [people in Trinidad] eat some chemicals but they don’t 
eat much chemicals.  Stuff like they eat here.  They do make our breads, people 
cook every day.  Even when we eat out we don’t have fast food restaurants, 
people cook your getting cooked, cooked food.  Like you cook at home, not like 
the fast food restaurant.  So we get fresh food every day, not the set of chemicals.  
The only thing that have chemicals is they have Kentucky chicken, cause them 
chicken legs big, big I never see.  I say I don’t want no chicken I don’t want no 
chicken causes they legs are so big and everything.  But the majority of times they 
eating more natural food so you hardly find no one suffering from allergies 
 

Christian, a thirty year old male, indicated a belief that a child’s parents are responsible 

for the creation of an allergic personality; that overly anxious parents will raise a child 

Heritability of Allergies 
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that grows into an allergic adult.  In another section of his interview, Christian stated that 

the first thing a person notices about him is that he is allergic, but when asked if his 

parents were like the ones he previously described, he said that their protectiveness made 

him feel secure, so that he did not turn out like the allergic individuals he described. 

Jackie: [the increase in allergies] may be due to increased advertising.  People are 
made more aware of what they have may not be a cold but allergies instead?  
 

Jackie’s answer was divided, her first response was pollution, but then she changed 

direction as she was answering, betraying a doubt that pollution is solely responsible.  For 

Donna and Jackie, the first response that came to mind was pollution; it is only when they 

began to reflect on their answers that their responses changed.   

Chapter Summary 

The uncertainty about the origins of allergies is consistent with the development 

of the explanatory model (Kleinman 1980).  Information from random sources is often 

contradictory and deep reflection on the subject matter brings the contradictory ideas to 

light.  Lay explanations by their nature are speculative.  While almost everyone knows 

that there is a hereditary component to allergies, most people are unsure how that process 

happens.  While almost all of the informants believed genetic susceptibility a factor.  

When asked why allergies were increasing over a third of the sample indicated a concern 

about environmental pollution and processed foods.  The perceived causes of allergies are 

similar to the general worries of the American population.  The cleanliness of the home 

and work environment and the destruction of the environment by harmful chemicals and 

pollution, are frequently themes in western culture.  Because of the ambiguous nature of 

allergies, they are able to represent the physical manifestations of American anxieties and 

stand as anecdotal proof of the dangers posed by modernization.  
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The responses elicited in this study clearly demonstrate the use of explanatory 

models and the models variability from person to person, even within the same social 

groups.  Furthermore, the perceived etiology of allergies is uniform across many 

explanatory models.  As the next chapter will show, the origins of personal allergies are 

more varied and apparently are derived more from experience than information from 

external sources.  The illness narratives of the next chapter offer a remarkable contrast to 

the speculative answers provided in this chapter.  The difference between the two types 

of responses demonstrates how much more important personal experience is to the 

formation of an explanatory model than theoretical knowledge with no emotional 

connection.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE ALLERGIC INDIVIDUAL 
 

Personal experience and culturally available information combine to create the 

explanatory model of the allergic individual (Kleinman 1980).  Origin explanations for 

allergic conditions are highly varied.  Unlike the relatively uniform answers regarding the 

nature of allergies, the personal examples, the process of discovery, speculations 

regarding the severity, and the time of onset, are all quite unique to the individual 

experiencing the illness.  

Sandy is an illustrative case.  She frequently discusses her allergies, even with 

people she just meets.  Allergies are a part of her self-concept.  Two years after the first 

interview with Sandy, I had a follow up conversation with Sandy in an online public 

forum.  She was aware that this study was still underway and I following it up for the 

sake of this research. 

Sandy:  [I am] starting to really feel like crap from my allergies.  I'm getting a 
sinus infection all right.  My glands in my neck are really swollen, my sinuses 
hurt, my throat hurts, and I keep coughing.  This sucks that I can't cancel my 
physical therapy appointment.  I'm supposed to be getting allergy tested tomorrow 
and Thursday...Don't know if the allergist will do it with me being sick. 
MH: Are you sure it isn’t just the flu?  
Sandy: Totally not the flu.  I started feeling better after the allergist let me take 
my allergy medication after the first allergy test on Tuesday. It's weird though 
because the first batch came out negative again like the last time but I keep 
getting sinus infections when I eat certain foods that I was tested for.  
MH: What do you mean, things that shouldn't react....or do you keep eating your 
poisons again?  (Sandy frequently consumes foods which trigger her allergies.  In 
this case referred to as poisons) 
Sandy: My poisons keep coming up negative for some reason. It's saying I'm not 
allergic to them and yet I keep getting swollen lymphnodes in my neck, bloody 
mucous, and sinus problems. The doctor said she can't really explain it. She said it 
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could be that my body is just getting used to the allergens in the allergy test, but 
when I eat the food, my immune system is overwhelmed or it's another type of 
allergen in the foods.  I will be retested for environmental allergies too.  I haven't 
been tested for that in over a year.  

 
Three weeks after posting the above comments, she posted that she went to an 

allergist and all the tests results were negative.  She complained that it was a mistake and 

had a new allergist do the test over two weeks later.  She only tested positive to one 

airborne allergen and no foods.  Sandy felt confusion and anger toward the allergist.  In 

other posts she blamed the test for being inaccurate.  Her confusion is not unjustified; her 

previous physician provided her with a list of dozens of foods to which she had tested 

positive.  She was unaware of any change since her typical reactions were never 

immediate.  Sandy continued to regularly consume foods to which she was allergic, 

assuming that she would still react to all the foods on the list, but that her medications 

were suppressing the reactions.  

It is unclear, even to Sandy, if her chronic sinus infections are provoked by an 

allergen or an unrelated health issue.  Sandy represents the chronic allergy victim.  Her 

allergies both prevent her from actively engaging in actives.  Contrariwise, they allow her 

to disengage from unpleasant circumstances at any time.  Like many other allergic 

individuals Sandy uses her allergies as a way to mediate her social interactions.   

Etiology 

All explanatory models require an etiology, an explanation for the acquisition of 

an illness, even if it is a simple rationalization (Kleinman 1980).  Not all subjects 

provided a reason for their allergic condition in their narrative.  However, the ones that 

did clearly explained why they believed that they became allergic.  
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Jackie: I was exposed to cigarette smoke a lot as a kid.  My aunt and cousins, 
who used to watch me a lot, smoked. 

 
Anita: My allergy to shrimp didn’t happen till my mid 20s and I had been eating 
shrimp my whole life.  I think I was eating too much, liking it too much, enjoying 
them too much. 
 
Eric: Living alone, eating too many processed food, like Ramen noodles, 
Domino’s Pizza and Doritos, all have lots of MSG. 

 
Christian: My respiratory system was kind of weak and I was born with low iron.  
So my immune system was weak enough where I developed allergies.  

 
Sandy: After I had surgery that is when everything started going downhill, all this 
weird allergy stuff started happening.  It just like it triggered.  My body has just 
gone thru such a trauma.  I never had this before.  

 
The above answers all show a clearly reasoned etiology for their specific trigger.  Of the 

five responses above, three indicated that overexposure caused subsequent later 

sensitivity, the other three show a belief that their adult allergies originated from 

behaviors or health problems in their childhood. 

 Explanatory models are malleable, changing as new information is discovered, or 

old ideas are proven incorrect.  However, even when contradictory information is 

introduced, it does not always cause the lay person to reconsider the old ideas and 

eliminate them.  For example, two subjects demonstrated that they held two contradictory 

ideas.  Since they had never spoken about them, they were unaware of the 

inconsistencies.   

Mimi: Either genetic or … I always say genetic, but not 100% genetic.  Maybe 
25% genetic.  Maybe the person is not used to a certain environment, then if they 
are introduced to it all of a sudden or too quickly then they have a reaction to it. 
MH: But what if they have been around something their whole lives.  
Mimi: That I never really did understand.  For example my aunt, she’s a gardener, 
she never had a problem with the mulch before and one time she was planting and 
all of a sudden she was itching all over and she didn’t know what it was until she 
went to an allergy specialist.  They told her that’s what it was.  And she had been 
using it since she came into the United States. 
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Sandy: I’m allergic to milk.  But I get sinus infections… and that happened right 
after I had my first spinal surgery.  I became [allergic] after that first surgery, I 
became allergic to dogs.  I get little rashes after I’m exposed to them or touch 
them a continuous number of days.  Like one day I am just fine, then I’ll just get 
the rashes.  I’ve been basically allergic to soap my whole life.   

 
Ten minutes later, during the same interview, Sandy contradicted herself, and said that 

she had always had an allergy to dogs. 

Sandy: When I was younger I was allergic to dogs and cats, to hairy things.  I 
would get rashes in the crease in my wrists and my arms, like my elbows, my 
neck, and the backs of my knees.  I think it was Alocon cream that I had to use.  
And I outgrew the allergy.  

 

Sandy had originally said that her allergies, and most of her other health 

problems, began with her first surgery, which happened when she was in high school.  

However, in the statement above, she indicated that she had previously had allergies to 

pets, which she had outgrown.  The information does not match her etiology explanation, 

but she was unaware of the inconsistency as she was speaking.  It is entirely possible that 

her allergy may have gone away on its own, only to appear again later in her life.  Or, 

Sandy may have forgotten about her childhood allergy, and discussing allergies may have 

trigger this memory during her hour long narrative. 

 A subject’s understanding of their own illness is apparent in their illness 

narrative.  It is notable that some interview subjects who have similar reactions to a 

substance will claim to have allergies, while others will say that they are allergy free.  

The reaction is the same, but it is the subjective response of the individual that determines 

if a person believes that they are allergic.  For example, Rachael, a thirty year old mother 

of one, insisted that she was allergy free, despite getting a runny nose when she eats dairy 

foods and being prescribed Claritin as a child.  In her interview she said that her sister 
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was allergic, and that she was just given medicine because her pediatrician assumed that 

she was, too.   

Other subjects, such as Alexis, were unsure if they had allergies, but were erring 

on the side of caution and avoiding suspect foods and environments.  Alexis, who will be 

discussed further in this chapter, had recurring rash.  She attributed it to either her 

apartment or peanuts, but was not certain which caused her problems.  Alexis assumed 

that she was unwell, and initiated a search for the cause of her illness.  Rachel, on the 

other hand, presupposes that she is well and does not let allergies play a part in her self-

image.  

For some people allergies may be intermittent.  Others wear their allergic 

condition as a perpetual mantel, allowing their health issues to define their personality.  

This being said, it is important to understand that allergies are a real illness; an allergy 

attack can be a terrifying and possibly deadly event.  But it is the personal narratives of 

the allergic experience and the cultural context of their illness (Kleinman 1980), that are 

of importance to this thesis.  The motivations of allergic people should be addressed.  The 

question that should be kept in mind when discussing people’s illness narratives is, are 

allergies central to how people view themselves or just a peripheral part of their life?  

While this question was not asked directly, analysis of the interview material made it 

obvious that some subjects allowed allergies to become a defining aspect of their lives, 

while others with similar conditions did not.   

Some people who have a potentially deadly sensitivity to penicillin may be only 

vaguely aware of their penicillin allergy, such as Anita, who has no recollection of her 

reaction to penicillin, but does remember being told about it often during her childhood.  
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It has no bearing on how she perceives herself.  A person like Anita, with nearly 

forgotten childhood allergies, may not consider themselves allergic, and it only has 

bearing on their lives when they are undergoing medical treatment for some other 

ailment.  On the other hand, some individuals, with no medically diagnosed allergic 

response, will decide that they are allergic to a substance and spend their life avoiding it, 

discussing it with others, and frequently explaining why they cannot come into contact 

with that substance (Terr 1986).  In other words, an illness changes a person’s role within 

a culture, and how that person interfaces with others.  The context is important to the way 

an illness is experienced (Kleinman 1980).  A society’s sick roles guide the activities of 

members, dictating how a person behaves, when to consult with family members or 

friends, and when to seek medical attention (Hahn 1995).   

Annie, the most severely allergic informant in this study, does not identify herself 

as unwell, although she does practice avoidance techniques for preventing attacks.  She is 

extremely cautious when she is at restaurants, since she is unable to read the packaging of 

foods.  She typically enquires about ingredients, but many times the foods are prepared 

off-site and the staff is unable to tell her the contents. 

 Annie has a potentially fatal allergy to strawberries, but she also has numerous 

mild to moderate allergies that inconvenience her life.  At the time of her interview, 

Annie had just recently developed a new allergic response but was unsure of the 

causative agent.  According to Annie, the mild rash had three possible causes: 

perspiration, the gym where she worked out, or the act of exercising, any of which could 

produce a histamine reaction.  Since Annie is a manager of a fitness company, exercise is 

a very important aspect of her life; the repercussions of an exercise-related allergy would 
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be problematic for her.  She prevented outbreaks by taking antihistamine pills before 

working out at the gym.  In this case, Annie was not prevented from engaging in 

activities that she believed leads to her reaction, but instead does things beforehand to 

prevent an attack.  

 While Annie does not allow her allergies to hamper her activities, she is still 

hyper-vigilant in order to prevent attacks.  She carries antihistamine pills with her at all 

times.  However, despite a history of hospitalization for anaphylactic shock, she does not 

carry an epinephrine injector.  She jokes that her EpiPen is in a drawer at home, which 

she laughingly states is far better than in the past, when she did not have one at all. 

 Sandy, in contrast to Annie, has no life threatening allergies, yet she claims the 

sick role on a regular basis.  She often uses her allergies as a tool to avoid things she does 

not like.  When spending time with others, she frequently uses her food allergies as a 

reason to sway others to her choice of restaurant.  Her friends criticize her inconsistency 

and selfishness.  They complain that when it suits her, she eats the same ingredients that 

she fought to avoid.  Sandy explains the inconsistency by admitting that she over 

indulges in foods she knows cause her sinus infections when it is part of something that 

she enjoys. 

Assuming a Sick Role 

For each of the informants discussed above, allergies figure prominently in their 

lives.  These two subjects are offered in contrast because while they both are allergic, one 

assumes the sick role on a regular basis, the other only assumes it when an attack 

incapacitates her and she is unable to function (Berkman 2000).  The difference between 
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Annie and Sandy is exemplary of how the personality of the individual influences their 

response to a health problem.  

Effect on Life 

Living with an allergic condition is irritating, emotionally draining, and often 

painful.  Expectedly, no one in the sample had anything good to say about allergies.  

Some subjects expressed distress over the limitations allergies place on their lives. 

Sally: If it’s so bad I don’t go to work.  I don’t know in maybe the last 4 or 5 
years I have taken off 5 times.  Cause it was so severe.  I will come to work with 
it and try to function but if the headache is so bad I won’t.  I miss work.  Yeah I 
would say I miss work because of it If I can’t work I can’t go out and play 
either…If I get a bad headache it stops me, it doesn’t slow me down.  I try to 
function with it but it does slow me down.  

 
Mikaena: I have plenty of them.  I hate it, too.  Allergies make life difficult. 

 
Sandy: They put a damper on your life basically.  And you’re stuck taking all 
these medicines. 

 
Anita: Well to me shrimp is not an easy allergy- because I love shrimp.  I miss 
shrimp  I don’t understand either.  I am sure that people allergic to peanuts have 
never had them.  So they don’t really think they do.  But I lived my whole life up 
to my early 20’s until when it became something I couldn’t eat…  

 
Others have adjusted their lives in such a way that their allergies do not seem as much of 

a burden.  However, that involves the allergic individual believing that they do not like, 

or miss, what they must avoid.  The informants that were irritated by their deprivation 

were the majority, those who said that they were alright with the avoidance often seemed 

disingenuous or bitter when discussing their allergens. 

Annie: I pretty much do everything I want to.  Anything I don’t do, I don’t really 
miss.  I don’t miss strawberries.  I can’t tell you what a strawberry tastes like and 
I don’t care.   
MH: How about cats?  
Annie: I wasn’t particularly fond of cats in the first place, so it doesn’t bother me.  
I still go outside even though I am allergic to different tree pollen.  It’s just I know 
if I am going to have a lot of exposure, they’re not the bad ones. 
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MH: (Alexis developed her first allergy after moving to Florida) Have you ever 
thought about moving away from Florida? 
Alexis: I love it down here though.  I think it’s my apartment.  I'm just going to 
move.  

 
MH: Do allergies affect your brother’s life? 
Gene: Yeah, it does.  Cause he has to ask the teacher to go to the bathroom like 
every now and then to blow his nose. 

 

Some allergies are obviously more burdensome than others and, of course, worse for the 

ones experiencing the allergic symptoms, than for an observer. 

Discovery of the Allergic Condition 

 The discovery of the allergic condition is different for almost everyone, but when 

an adult suddenly reacts to an unknown agent, the process of discovery often follows 

characteristic patterns.  Several informants shared their own journey of determining what 

they were reacting to and their methods of preventing attacks once they learned the 

trigger.  Alexis, a first year graduate student in her early twenties, was just beginning her 

discovery process at the time of her interview.  Her interview was the first time she talked 

through the details of her allergy.  Since she was developing her explanatory model as 

she was discussing it, she contradicted and corrected herself as she worked thought her 

illness.  A substantial section of her narrative is offered below, since it provides a rare 

view into the formation of an explanatory model. 

Alexis: I knew that I had gotten into something.  I don’t know if it’s what I ate or 
maybe just came in contact with something.  
MH: What do you think it may be? 
Alexis:  I think it’s something in my apartment.  That was the biggest thing since I 
moved down.  I’ve noticed little stuff.  It’s mainly been little rash or whatever and 
going back to the first time when I was in Gainesville and I broke out then.  I 
know it was something in the air, the dust, the dirt.  
MH: Is it only in your home?  
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Alexis: I don’t know where it happens.  That’s the worst that it’s ever been.  
That’s the only thing that’s really changed.  Other than being back at school.  I’ve 
tried to stay away from peanuts, then I ended up eating M&Ms.  It’s the only 
thing I can think of.  Unless I tried this new organic peanut.  Unless it was just 
that.  It’s the only thing I can think of that has changed.  I was like, maybe it was 
something in the air when I was running.   
MH: Could you try another brand? 
Alexis:  No, I’d rather not.  It wasn’t that good at all.  It wasn’t good enough for 
me to risk.   
MH: What did your family tell you? 
Alexis: Go to the Doctor they said.  Go to the dermatologist.  Try Benadryl.  
People at my job said, she thought of maybe peanuts, cause I mentioned it was 
maybe the organic stuff that I ate.  She was telling me that.  I said I can’t be—I 
was never allergic before, but she said you know you can get it later on and my 
mom said the same thing so—I guess I’ll know if I stop eating them.  When I ate 
those M&Ms, when I forgot that I wasn’t supposed to eat them, I think my face 
kind of swoll up a little but I think that was it, but maybe I was just freaking out 
that I actually ate peanuts. 

 
Alexis’s situation is representative of the discovery process that many allergy 

suffers experience.  While the details are different for everyone; the search for the trigger, 

the confusion, and the experimentation seem to be typical for those who develop allergies 

as adults.  Like many first year graduate students, Alexis was shocked by the difference 

between undergraduate and graduate studies.  To complicate matters, Alexis had two part 

time jobs and had recently moved to a new apartment.  Shortly after her move she began 

to experience hives. 

Alexis: I think I'm allergic to something now.  I'm trying to figure out what it is, 
so this is my first year. It started when I moved down here actually really bad.  

 
Alexis determined that an allergic response was responsible for the rash she developed.  

Naturally, she then turned to her family for advice and support.  

Alexis: I was freaking out.  I was calling everybody, trying to figure out what it 
was.  People I know have had allergies.  I called my mom, she was the first 
person.  “What is going on” (Alexis mimicked herself in a mock crying voice) I 
took some Benadryl cause my face was puffing up.  I don’t know what it was, it 
was the worst thing I knew.  
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The tone of voice she used to quote herself was high pitched and fearful, indicating how 

upset she was by this sudden and unknown response.  After seeking advice, Alexis then 

tried to discover the causative agent.   

Alexis: I was, “Ok, what did I eat?”  Was it peanuts?  I've never been allergic to 
peanuts before.  So maybe it was the type of peanuts.  Everything I thought it was 
I just crossed off, I try to stay away from.  But I forgot a couple of times.  

 
Even though she had mentioned a cause, several minutes into the interview she was 

discussing the environmental reason for her rash.  

Alexis: I have tried vacuuming, dusting.  The carpet looks new, so I don’t think 
it’s that.  The furniture I have, I got when I got down here.  

 
Unlike two other subjects with food allergies, Eric and Adrian, discussed in a later 

section, Alexis had not, at the time of this interview, systematically determined the 

trigger of her hives and rash.  She randomly selected two possible causes that correlated 

with the time of her attack.  This is a common response to a newly discovered reaction.  

Others in the sample have also given up certain foods on assumptions, which will be 

discussed in the Behavioral Changes section of the next chapter. 

In the past, Alexis experienced other skin-based allergy attacks.  Her descriptions 

of her previous outbreaks make it seem more likely that she is sensitive to dust and not to 

peanuts.  She did acknowledge that, however she still seemed agitated at the end of the 

interview when it was suggested that dust seemed to be a more reasonable trigger.   

Her reluctance to believe it was something in her home may possibly be a control 

issue.  She is unable to currently do anything about her home, and therefore she has 

selected a food she can eliminate or at least avoid, to give her a sense of control over her 

problem.  Eric and Adrian had attacks for a while before they discovered their triggers; it 

is possible that Alexis will go through a systematic discovery process before she finds out 
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what is causing her to break out in hives.  The symptoms that Alexis was experiencing at 

the time of this interview cold could be a stress related event that may eventually end on 

its own, although Alexis does not actually believe that is the case.  

MH: Do you have more stress in your life? 
Alexis: Yeah  
MH: Could that have anything to do with it? 
Alexis:  It might.  (Long pause)  I’m trying to think I this is any more stressful 
than what I have been through before and it was a different kind of stress.  It 
might be.  But I’ve never been one to break out when I stress, I mainly get tired 
and agitated.  

 
Like Eric and Adrian, Alexis also sought help from a professional medical 

provider.  All three of these subjects left disappointed that biomedicine was unable to 

help them with their problem.  In the cases of Adrian and Alexis, both with 

dermatological reactions, they were told testing was not possible without a fresh sample.  

Both were offered prescriptions for ointments, which, according to them, was no more 

effective than anything they could have purchased over-the-counter.  

Alexis’s trip to the physician for her allergic attack was a very negative 

experience.  She felt as if the physician blamed her for her medical condition, leaving her 

very upset.  Several subjects felt as if their physicians did not believe their claims or felt 

that the subject was in some way responsible for their condition.  Eric, Alexis and Adrian 

all had very negative experience when seeking professional medical assistance for their 

reactions. 

Alexis: They thought it was from working out or something.  It was the craziest 
thing I ever heard and he really couldn’t explain it.  In the back of my head I was 
wondering if he was trying to say I don’t clean very well.  That maybe I was a 
little dirty.  He didn’t say it like that, but that’s the impression I got.  

 
However, Alexis says that she would seek medical help again, but not from a general 

practitioner.  If she broke out again she would go to a dermatologist.  
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Alexis: I would go [to the doctor] if it happened again.  That bad or if it were 
spreading again.  I would go back.  I would have to take off work, both jobs 
squeezing it in and just go…I would go to a dermatologist.  I wouldn’t go back to 
a regular doctor and they actually took a culture.  I wouldn’t do that again cause 
they left a mark on my skin.  They took a biopsy to see what it was and I didn’t 
think it would be as big.  I thought it would be a little dot or something.  And it 
was Big, you can see (showing the mark on her chest) it was actually bigger.  He 
was saying oh, it wouldn’t hurt.  When I looked, I didn’t know he was going to 
take a chunk.  So I definitely wouldn’t do that again unless I knew it was going to 
be a little dot or something.  If they actually look at it, they would probably just 
look at it and say what they think it is and give me a prescription for Benadryl or 
Claritin or something. 
Like others just discovering their allergic conditions, she knew something was 

wrong, and sought advice from friends, family, and medical professionals.  With no 

answers, she set upon a path of self-discovery, attempting to eliminate anything she 

correlated with the attack.  This avoidance of potential allergens is often a hit or miss 

process, but it is a way for the allergic subject to express some control over a situation 

which one is otherwise powerless to correct.  For those who believe that they have food 

allergies, elaborate avoidance behavior becomes a part of their daily lives.  However, 

speculative avoidance behavior may be dangerous (Kirby and Danner 2009).  In some 

cases the restrictions are justified, but often it is based on speculation, needlessly 

eliminating important elements from the diet.   

Unfortunately a follow up interview with Alexis was not possible.  It would be 

interesting to track her progress as she worked her way through her condition to discover 

the cause.  Alexis thought it might be something in her apartment or peanuts, or 

something associated with the production of organic peanuts, but she was not sure if any 

of her theories were correct.  Throughout her interview, she kept switching between these 

two allergens.  It was almost as if she was testing them, to feel which one fit her better.  

When the peanut allergy was contested she defended it, but at other points during the 
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interview she questioned the peanut allergy herself.  It seemed as if she wanted the peanut 

allergy as a way to definitively explain her problem and became agitated when she felt 

like that safe explanation was being taken away from her, even as she was questioning 

the validity of it herself. 

Testing 

Allergy tests administered by an allergist or general practitioner are common for 

those who want to know their allergens.  There are two main thoughts on getting tested 

for allergies.  Some believe that it is important to know what they are allergic to and 

others who believe knowing will be too restrictive.  Obviously, not knowing is only 

possible for those with allergies that are not life threatening.  Those who want to know 

what they are allergic to have the tests done in order to practice avoidance.  For example 

Annie, who has been hospitalized due to eating small amounts strawberries, feels testing 

in necessary.  However she chose not to undergo the recommended treatment for her 

allergies.   

Annie:  The doctor asked me if I wanted shots.  I was like no, I just stuffer 
through them.  I just wanted to know what things around me that I'm reacting to, 
so that I can try avoidance as much as possible.  I think that if you know what is 
going on, you can kind of guide things accordingly.   

 
However, a year after her interview she had changed her mind and was 

considering immunotherapy for her allergies.  Other allergic informants said that they did 

not want to know what they are allergic to, since they feel the knowledge would be a 

burden.   

Sandy: I didn’t go to an actual allergies person who test things, otherwise who 
knows what else might pop up.   

 
Anita: No I didn’t have it tested, cause I just avoid it.  I know I could go to a 
doctor and have myself tested for everything and I just don’t want to go through 
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it.  If I am allergic to other things, they don’t really bother me yet, I don’t want to 
know that I can’t eat wheat.   
 
These subjects only have mild allergies and their lack of concern makes sense in 

that light.  Many informants mentioned a concern that they would test positive for food 

allergies.  In the case of Sandy, she was correct.  A year after her initial interview, Sandy 

asked her general practitioner to screen her for allergies.  An RAST blood screening 

revealed that Sandy reacted to several environmental allergens and over two dozen foods 

that the time of the test, including watermelon, lettuce, and tea. 

MH: Have you gone to physician for tests?  
Adrian:  Once.  No, they couldn’t do any tests.  He said he needed a fresh sample 
so it’s unfortunate that I had to.  It was like the aftermath of it passing.  [I was] 
really determined to get it, but I couldn’t.  So he said you need a fresh scrape 
sample and from that point I never went back because I figured it out.  I just 
started researching on my own.   

 
The allergy tests are not without consequences.  Two subjects’ related stories about the 

dangers involved with allergy tests.   

Annie: [her mother] has allergic asthma, she didn’t start having asthma until she 
went to have allergies shots to try and prevent the allergies (hay fever).  And ever 
since then, she’s had allergic asthma.  So the allergy shots caused her to have a 
very hyper-reaction and then she ended up hospitalized.  (emphasis added by 
subject)  So I will never get an allergy shot, just because I’m afraid of what they 
will do for me.  Cause I’m already bad enough.  So, up to that point my allergies 
were always worse than everybody’s, now her big concern is that she has an 
asthma attack because of her allergies.  She’s had reactions that have sent her to 
the hospital. 

 
Christian: (during his allergen scratch test) When they were doing my allergy 
tests I reacted to something, and I was with four people, I was the only adult so 
they were looking after the kids, making sure they were reacting fine and my 
throat started closing so I started pounding on the table, cause I couldn’t breathe- I 
kicked a kid sitting on one of those chairs with wheels and he screamed and 
somebody came running and I made the universal sign for “oh shit – I’m choking 
here”  and they yell “oh my god –REACTION” and then they brought an 
adrenalin shot and like “ boom” They gave it to me. They told me they were 
trying to find a medium for my concoction they would give me as a treatment; so 
they said they gave me too much.  This is what I understand, in order for them to 
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give you those concoctions they actually have to put part of what you are allergic 
to, in order for you to build up your immune system, in order to kick it out.  So 
they told me it was something like that.  So it was scary.  It wasn’t like they gave 
me the test, and I was choking, it took several minutes.  It was going slowly, little 
by little, like feeling antsy.  Then little by little you feel like your trachea is 
shutting.  That’s when I realized and right away they brought the thing and shook 
(sound effect to show the throat opening) they put me on an IV, because I got too 
nervous, cause I’m afraid of needles.  So I panicked so I started cursing at them, 
not being aggressive, but I got pissed.  They got nervous and said were not going 
to let you go, we don’t want you driving!  So they gave me something to calm me 
down, and they called people to drive me home.  Cause most of all I got pissed, 
saying you should have told me and you guys should have been looking after me, 
not just some kids- anybody can react- anybody!  Mine wasn’t like within two 
minutes- more like ten-fifteen minutes.  But it did come to a point where I 
wouldn’t be able to breathe if I didn’t do something about it. 

 
Personal Understanding of the Allergic Condition 

Clinicians see allergies as an antibody response; most other people understand 

allergies in relation to their personal experience.  To understand what allergies mean to 

the individual, it is important to find out how a subject first discovered the allergy.  Help 

seeking behavior of the subject, behavioral modifications, and pharmacological remedies 

employed to treat the condition are all dictated by the beliefs a person holds about their 

specific allergic condition.  Everyone’s experience of allergies is different, as are their 

responses, thus the word allergies takes on a slightly different meaning to each person as 

they experience it, although culturally available information strongly color the 

explanatory models of the lay population.  The interviews done for this thesis 

demonstrate the wide variety of responses, beliefs, and behavioral modifications allergic 

people will make to protect themselves from the perceived threat. 

When asked about their allergy, subjects provided detailed information on their 

allergic response.  Most people have discovered, or believe they have discovered, what 

triggers a negative reaction and are able to speak expressly on that allergen.  Even when a 
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subject is unsure of the specific trigger, they are able to discuss their reaction and 

speculate on what caused the response. 

The trigger for an allergic response varies widely and it is almost impossible to 

predict to what a person may become sensitized, although, there are some substances that 

are more allergenic than others, such as mold and pollen.  While there is a strong 

hereditary factor to allergic disease, for the most part, a child will inherit the potential to 

become allergic, not the allergy itself (AAAAI 2006).  However, subjects showed that 

parents will discourage use of their allergen by their children.  Further, the informants 

believed physicians avoid giving drugs to children of allergic parents, particularly in the 

case of allergies to antibiotics.  This is supported by research that shows that physicians 

are actually reluctant to provide antibiotics to children of allergic parents with drug 

allergies (Langley and Halperin 2002).    

Fighting the Unknown 

Quite a few people assume they have an allergy, some from having a bad 

experience after eating a food, others being told they were allergic as children.  Never 

thinking to question their allergy, they have avoided the possible allergen their entire life.  

Penicillin is a special case, this is an allergy that is probably present in the subjects that 

believe that they have it, but besides being told, many people have no actual proof that an 

actual allergy is present.  Penicillin allergies tend to remain with a person their entire 

lives and physicians avoid giving penicillin to patients whose parents are allergic 

(Langley and Halperin 2002).  But like other allergy beliefs, this is taken on faith since 

many people with drug allergies have either no recollection of an allergic event, or a very 

weak memory of one.  
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Anita: I guess as a child when I had my first symptom to penicillin, well she’s 
allergic to penicillin—I had heard it but I was an infant, well small child, and so I 
didn’t know what the word meant.  Well mostly, as a teenager when I started 
seeing that I’m allergic to penicillin and they said you can’t take penicillin, so it 
was something that I had to avoid.  
 

Anita does not remember the Penicillin reaction.  She was told about the response and has 

not questioned it.  Despite not having a memory of the event, she informs the clinician 

whenever she seeks medical treatment.  

Other subjects try to avoid suspected allergens, not on hard evidence of an 

allergy, but on speculation.  For example Mikaena, is not sure of all her allergens, but she 

is careful to avoid things to which her mother is allergic. 

Mikaena: Different nuts, I don’t know for sure about this one but my mother is 
allergic to a whole bunch of them, so I figured to stay away from them would be 
my best bet… My mother is particularly allergic to cashews and almonds, so I’m 
not going near those with a 10 foot pole—I will never go near things my mom is 
allergic to, if I learn there are more.   
 

Annie on the other hand, avoids things that she has actually reacted to in the past.  While 

she is not avoidant of new things, neither is she experimental when it comes to new 

foods.  She tends to eat the same foods that have not caused her problems.   

 
MH: Have you experimented or have been tested since your last reaction 10 years 
ago? 
Annie: I’m just assuming, because all my other allergies have gotten worse and 
that reaction I had 10 years ago was far worse than anything else I have had as a 
child.  So I am just assuming that since everything else has gotten worse that, that 
one wouldn’t have gotten any better either.  It’s like EpiPen sort of allergic 
reaction. 

 
Kaylee astutely avoids all foods that she knows cause her to react, however there 

are foods that cause her to breakout which she has not yet pinned down.  She is therefore 

subject to unexpected attacks.  She keeps a packet of Benadryl in her desk drawer for 
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such emergencies.  The following is taken from an interaction with her on a social 

networking site.  She was aware that what she was saying would be used in this thesis, 

and provided additional information to clarify.  

Kaylee: Thankfully, the reaction appears to have stopped at "itching" rather than 
moving on to the "hives" phase, or I'd be racing home—I avoid anything that's 
triggered that kind of reaction like the plague, which is why I won't touch 
anything that's purportedly Thai, but this is a new one.  The only thing in the 
[pumpkin ravioli] dish I don't eat regularly is butternut squash, and I'm guessing 
that was it.  My sister is allergic to virtually everything orange, and since I already 
know I'm allergic to sweet potato and acorn squash, I guess I should've realized 
this was possible. 

 
Parents of Allergic Children 

Thelma: It is my job to protect [my son].  It is hard though.  I cannot keep him in 
the bubble.  I have to let him enjoy his childhood as long as we have been extra 
cautious.  I do not want him to go through it all again. 

 
Parents of allergic children have significantly different problems than those 

dealing with only their own allergies.  The mothers here offer an interesting opportunity 

to examine the application of explanatory models to daily life.  Due to their children’s 

conditions, they feel they must be vigilant all at times lest their child come into contact 

with something that could kill them.  For example, Thelma, a 36 year old woman has a 9 

year old son, Jim, with a serious peanut allergy.  If he eats a small amount of something 

containing peanuts he experiences, “hives, coughing, throwing up” and his body turns 

red.  Before Thelma discovered her son had allergies, she “was clueless about some 

allergies.”  Her first experience with food allergies is when she “gave him a bit of peanut 

butter and banana sandwich,” and Jim broke out with hives all over his body.  It was such 

an upsetting experience for her that she even remembers the exact date of the event. 

Thelma believes that vaccinations given during infancy and early childhood are to 

blame for the rise in peanut allergies, and her son’s peanut allergy in particular.  She had 
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read an article on the internet (Milne 2000) linking the rise in allergies to the use of 

peanut oil in vaccinations as an adjuvant or vaccine carrier.  She frequently discusses 

food allergies with people, spends a great deal of time looking for peanut free food 

resources for her allergic child, and is very vociferous about letting others know the 

danger of food allergies. 

When asked how she explains her son’s allergies to others, she said that “no one 

could ever understand.”  She feels her family is callous to their predicament: “they keep 

saying if Jim was not allergic to peanuts, life could be easier.  I was like he is allergic to 

peanuts at this time.  It's realistic.  Accept it or don’t hang out with us.”  Even moving to 

another city is a concern, since she has to consider her son’s allergies.  “I am not sure if it 

is a peanut allergy friendly place for Jim, you know?  I was told that the hospital is 

outdated and has no latest technology.” 

Thelma’s situation is not unique; the fear of an ever looming threat hangs over the 

parents of many children.  Kaylee’s twelve year old son was bitten by an ant while at 

school.  

Kaylee: I had his liquid Benadryl with me when I picked him up, so I treated him 
with that immediately, before we even left the school clinic.  I agonized over 
whether to take him to the hospital but he really didn't want to go, so I agreed that 
we would drive toward home, which was also the direction of the hospital, and 
see how he was doing when we got there.  He wasn't having any trouble breathing 
and the swelling seemed to stop spreading, so I took him home.  But I was 
nervous for several hours thereafter.   
 
And yes, I went to the school and yelled.  I made it very clear to them that if a 
child has an allergic response that involves swelling they need to call the 
paramedics.  I'd seen a friend with a severe reaction to fire ants go from a swollen 
hand to anaphylactic shock in the time it took for the ambulance to arrive, and it 
terrified me to think that - not just my kid - but other children could have this kind 
of reaction and the school would treat it so carelessly.  My child knew he had an 
allergy and ran to the clinic as soon as he was bitten, but what about a child who 
had the same allergy and had never been bitten before?  If the adults around that 
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child didn't take it seriously, it could mean death.   
 
I don't think that the schools can necessarily be held responsible for protecting 
children from exposure to allergens.  I mean, there are times, like with the fire 
ants, that obviously they'd deal with it if they knew they were there.  In Florida, 
fire ants can pop up anywhere.  But I do believe they can respond appropriately 
and educate the staff about how serious these reactions can be. 

 
Rachel’s son, on the other hand, has only mild peanut allergies.  She is not 

convinced he is really allergic, but errs on the side of caution, since he had had two 

rashes that correlated to peanut ingestion and his blood tested positive for reactions to 

peanuts, tree nuts, and egg whites.  Despite her doubts, she is careful never to feed him 

those substances on the chance he may have a dangerous reaction.  

Rachel is worried that she could be over protecting her son.  She is afraid he will 

end up being afraid to experience life.  However, she is equally concerned with the 

information she received from Seamus’s pediatrician, who coincidentally happens to 

specialize in allergies.  Rachel was told that she should never have fed a two year old son 

peanut butter and she must not do it again.  Also, that although he had a mild reaction his 

allergies may escalate and he could be in danger from subsequent allergy attacks.  

Seamus was prescribed an Epinephrine auto injector, in case an allergic attack led to 

anaphylaxis.  The physician’s recommendation in this instance may be why Rachel is 

actually concerned for her child’s safety.   

A suggestion from Seamus’s preschool teacher prompted Rachel to suspect a 

peanut allergy.  Seamus’s teacher, who has a peanut allergy herself, suggested that a rash 

he developed while at school could have been a reaction to a peanut butter and jelly 

sandwich he had eaten for lunch.  Rachel then took him to the pediatrician and asked for 

an allergy test.  Seamus had a rash on his torso and a mild fever, he did not seem to feel 
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the reaction or have any signs of distress.  However, Seamus has had these symptoms 

three or four times, and only 2 of them have had any known relationship to peanuts.  The 

most recent rash, he experienced a week before his mother was interviewed for this 

thesis, had no known trigger.  The clinicians at the urgent care center told Rachel and her 

husband, Scotty, that it was a viral infection, but it didn’t seem any different than the rash 

he had experienced a year before.   

 When asked if she thought Seamus was really allergic to peanuts, she was not 

sure.  But she was afraid to feed him anything with nuts, just in case.  She reads food 

labels, to make sure that there are no nuts in the food as a precaution.  However, since his 

attacks are not currently life threatening, she does not avoid foods that are made on 

shared equipment, unlike Thelma, who actively prevents her son from eating food that 

make have been made on equipment with traces of peanuts.  Due to new allergy labeling 

laws, shared equipment is indicated on labels and dining establishments.  It is however a 

difficult task finding faculties that are safe for those with severe nut allergies. 

Two of the three mothers of allergic children in the sample said that their mother-

in-laws were skeptical about their child’s allergic condition.  Rachel said that her mother-

in-law will offer her three year old peanut butter cookies, compelling Rachel to screen 

what is fed to her son. 

Kaylee: The only person who I've ever had difficulty with is my mother-in-law, 
who just didn't believe allergies existed for the first several years I knew her, 
aside from severe anaphylactic-type reactions to things like bee stings or severe 
food allergies.  She finally understood when she saw the effects on my son.  

 
These parents are not alone in their plight.  Over the last twenty years numerous 

parent organizations have sprung up to encourage awareness and advocate laws that 

protect allergic children.  These vocal groups are largely responsible for peanuts being 
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removed from many airline flights.  Food allergies are not rare, but they are not nearly as 

common as most people are lead to think.  Milk allergies are generally out grown, but 

peanuts, nuts, fish, and shellfish are not (Pfeiffer 1997).  Food allergies seem more 

prevalent due to a combination of very vocal advocates, reporter bias, and inaccurate 

depictions from the entertainment industry. 

A report issued by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases 

(NIAID 2010) in May 2010 states that food allergies are grossly overstated.  Current 

testing methods often detect false positives, which lead to “unnecessary dietary 

restrictions.” (NIAID 2010:19)  While the fear of attack at anytime may occasionally be 

justifiable, the anxiety of many parents may be unfounded (NIAID 2010).  Allergy 

misdiagnoses are raising needless alarm, which teachers and principals have to deal with 

in their schools.  Children are over diagnosed and concerned parents eliminate the food 

from the child’s diet indefinitely without retesting (NIAID 2010).   

Rachel said that while she was breast feeding her son she was very careful to 

avoid all peanut products, but now she is not sure that was the best course of action.  She 

had read somewhere that the diet in India is rich in peanuts, and she believes eating 

peanuts while nursing coveys some protection to the infants.  While maternal dietary 

restrictions are now the norm in the United States, the same report by the NIAID 

indicates that there is little evidence to support this recommendation.  

The conflicting information available about allergies and the lack of social 

support make it difficult to raise allergic children.  All three mothers expressed frustration 

at the thoughtlessness of family members and acquaintances that dismiss their child’s 

allergies.  They feel that others do not understand the danger their children face. 
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Childhood experiences with allergies can have a lasting impression on a person.  

One incident of unchallenged allergies stands out very clearly and was very inspirational 

in the development of this thesis as an exploration of cultural explanations of allergies 

instead of strictly biological ones.  

While at a dinner party, a guest discovered that he had accidently eaten, and 
enjoyed, a bowl of seafood.  After he discovered what he had eaten he became 
agitated and then distressed.  My husband asked if the guest had an EpiPen, but he 
was unfamiliar with the term.  I asked him how he knew he was allergic to 
seafood, and he told me that he had been since he was a small child and that he 
had spent his whole life avoiding fish, to the point where his mother regularly 
made him separate meals. 
 
After a half an hour it seemed that he was not going to have a reaction.  He told 
me this was the first time since he became allergic that he had eaten any seafood.  
I suggested that he may have grown out of his allergy, but he was skeptical.  He 
seemed to believe he had narrowly avoided dying.  

 

It appears common for a person or with childhood allergies to develop a lifelong aversion 

to the substance they believe they are allergic.  

As mentioned before, children’s allergies, while more numerous than adult 

allergies, have been greatly exaggerated.  With the publishing of the Feingold Diet in 

1973, The Impossible Child in School (Rapp and Bamberg 1986) and Doris Rapp’s Is 

This Your Child? (1991), parents became concerned that food allergies were affecting 

their children’s behavior.  Only one parent, Kaylee, the mother of two teenage boys, 

mentioned these behavioral allergies, but these books feed into the idea that many more 

children have allergic conditions than the medical model is willing to recognize.  

Kaylee: So, remember I said that red food dye made my kid hyperactive?  This 
was severe hyperactivity - the kind that had the kindergarten teacher pushing us to 
have him evaluated for ADD or something.  But the reason I suspected allergies 
was because my sister had the same problem. 
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When she was little, she was so severely hyperactive that we had to make her run 
laps in order to get her to go to sleep at night.  She was just impossible to handle.  
She ended up being hospitalized for a week for testing to try to find the cause, and 
after a week and several specialists, they determined that her allergies were 
causing the hyperactivity.  That was kind of astounding, because most doctors at 
that time, this would have been early eighties, did not believe that allergies can 
cause behavior problems.  

 
It was a huge benefit to her to have that resolved.  She did better in school and 
had better relationships with her family.  It was such a noticeable difference that it 
made a huge impression on my family.  For my baby shower, my grandmother 
gave me a copy of Doris Rapp's book about child allergies, “Is This Your Child?”  

 
Also, after that, my dad became kind of obsessed with allergies.  He didn't believe 
in the scratch test method after what happened to me, so he started testing us kids 
for food allergies at home by making us fast for 12 hours, then introducing a 
single food and taking our pulse.  We hated this, and eventually I refused to 
continue, but it actually did work. 
 
Kaylee states that the physicians of the time did not believe that allergies could 

cause behavioral disturbances and for the most part they refuse to accept that allergies 

affect behavior.  Rachel also demonstrated the lasting impression ambient knowledge can 

have on explanatory models.  Seamus’s first attack was to “Reese’s Pieces.”  She 

originally thought it might be the food coloring that was causing him to react.  When 

asked why she believed that, she appeared embarrassed and was unsure why she thought 

that.  However, after some prodding she remembered her mother being concerned with 

reactions from red dyes when she was a child.  Scotty, her husband, then backed it up, 

and said that he also remembered “something” about red dye being harmful.  This insight 

is very strong evidence that information regarding medical issues casually learned as a 

child can remain in the subconscious and inform later mental schemes.  
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Chapter Summary 

 Each informant in this sample has a unique perspective on allergies.  The 

symptoms, triggers, and explanatory models employed make everyone’s allergic 

condition unique to the person experiencing the illness.  The language used by those who 

claim to have allergies is however quite similar, demonstrating that information about 

allergies is culturally created and transmitted from person to person within American 

society.   

 The informants with allergic children within this sample were particularly 

insightful.  While the allergic subjects all had some understanding of their condition, the 

perspectives were that of adults engaging in self-care, which is often a haphazard 

undertaking.  The parents of allergic children were among the most vocal subjects in this 

sample since they have an emotional connection to the topic.  The parents not only 

provided an explanation of an allergic reaction, they also described how they put their 

beliefs into practice on a daily basis.  The parents’ explanatory models demonstrated a 

combination of biomedical information, personal experience and information gleaned 

from their culture to protect their child from the threat of exposure.  

 The next chapter examines the steps Americans with allergies undertake to treat 

their symptoms.  The origin explanations and the methods of treatment tend to overlap, 

since the suspected etiology often dictates the method of treatment.  The elaborate 

methods that many of the subjects discussed and the cultural significance of the various 

treatment justifies giving amelioration techniques a chapter unto themselves.  The chapter 

separation also demonstrates an important divide in the perception of allergies, since the 
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etiology of the condition is very important to the avoidance or treatment, as the case of 

Alexis clearly demonstrated.   
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CHAPTER FIVE: TREATMENT

This Chapter addresses the self-care practices of the eighteen allergic informants 

in this study sample.  Subjects have varying combinations of prevention and treatment 

practices and display the use of explanatory models in their amelioration behaviors.  The 

majority of allergic informants have sought professional health care, but tellingly the only 

two still under medical care expressed disappointment with their treatment options.  In 

the United States, there is an expectation that the ill will seek professional medical 

attention, this is a culturally specific pattern of behavior (Pfeiffer and Schoene 1980), 

however, with the idiopathic nature of allergies, biomedicine is unable to “fix” the 

problem to the satisfaction of the allergic individual.  Healthy living, avoidance practices, 

various uses of water, relaxation techniques and use of over-the-counter medications, are 

all common practices for the treatment and prevention of allergic symptoms.  All subjects 

in the sample have some method of self-care when they experience allergic discomfort.   

Help Seeking Behavior 

  When most people are ill, it is more important to feel better than to know the 

mechanics of their illness.  Consistent with Kleinman’s criteria for explanatory models, 

all the allergic informants had self-care methods they used when they reacted (Kleinman 

1980).  Living with allergies involves more than swallowing a daily pill.  Forethought 

and behavioral modification accompany the symptom avoidance process for many 

allergic individuals.  
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While the ill are expected to seek professional medical treatment, the idiopathic 

nature of many allergic conditions makes the medical gaze of the American healthcare 

system problematic for the allergic individual.  Those who have rare allergic reactions or 

are sensitive to uncommon allergens have difficulty finding help within the biomedical 

system.  Michel Foucault in The Birth of the Clinic (1973) wrote that in order to do their 

work, physicians must abstract the patient, teasing out the symptoms and signs of the 

disease from the personality and unique physical characteristics of the patient (Foucault 

1973), but this is ineffective since the symptoms have numerous possible manifestations.  

The medical gaze depersonalizes the patient, and may alienate them from the orthodox 

medical system.  The doctor-patient relationship is an important factor in the help seeking 

behavior of allergic individuals.  There are several outcomes of a physician appointment 

that can result in the patient losing faith in the medical system.  Probably the most 

frustrating and typical among those with uncommon allergies is that a patient may seek 

treatment only to learn that the results are inconclusive and they leave with no answers.  

Contrariwise, the test results may indicate sensitivities to numerous unexpected 

substances.  Another difficultly some allergic subjects face is that idiopathic reactions are 

frequently dismissed by physicians, since such reactions are not measurable by any 

diagnostic test available to orthodox medicine. 

Allergies are not diagnosable solely by mathematical measurements.  Many tests 

produce false positives, while others reactions to some allergens are simply not testable.  

The medical gaze, used to identify the pathogen in isolation from the host, is rarely an 

effective tool in the assessment of allergies.  Foucault, in his 1973 work on the clinical 

gaze states that highly variable diseases should be understood in a qualitative manner 
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instead of relying on test data for diagnoses.  Only by observing a patient’s highs and 

lows can a medical practitioner determine the severity of the disease.   

Mathematically measurable indicators such as temperature and pulse do not 

provide a diagnosis; they are only able to indicate a variation from the norm.  It is only 

when all the symptoms are put together that a disease may be diagnosed (Foucault 1973).  

However, this type of personalized treatment is impossible for people who do not 

frequent a physician.  The measurement of idiopathic responses must be qualitative, but 

since there is no baseline for comparison and the physician spends only a short time with 

each patient, the allergic individual is often given treatments that do not relieve their 

specific symptoms.   

Cultural ideas play a central role in determining who seeks medical attention, 

what conditions merit professional attention, and how a person responds to the 

recommendations of their clinician.  Treatment for allergic conditions, like most illnesses, 

may be more effective if that treatment takes into consideration a patient’s cultural beliefs 

regarding sickness and healing (Hahn 1995), in conjunction with the personality and the 

illness of the individual.   

Clinical Ecologists criticize the impersonal treatment provided by physicians.  

The techniques employed clinical ecologists requires far more time to study the patient, 

learning what the patient does, where they live and what they eat on a regular basis.  Only 

then, after spending a great deal of time with a patient, do they make recommend a course 

of treatment.  Treatment by a clinical ecologist is just one of the many different options 

available to allergic individuals.  However, this treatment is not common, and no subjects 

in this sample have sought their assistance.  
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 According to a study by Simoens and Laekeman (2008) only 12% of allergy 

suffers seek professional medical treatment specifically for allergic rhinitis, although 

many more request prescriptions for allergy medication when seeking treatment for 

unrelated matters.  Arthur Kleinman, in Patients and Healers in the Context of Culture 

(1980) states that seventy to ninety percent of sickness episodes in the United States are 

not brought to medical attention.  People typically take care of minor health issues 

themselves.  Since most allergies or allergy-like symptoms can be treated at home with 

water, over-the-counter medications, and avoidance techniques, it is not necessary for an 

allergic person to seek a physician’s help in most cases.  For those with allergies that are 

unresponsive to traditional medical treatments, the use of alternative medicines is both a 

way to find amelioration and a criticism of biomedical treatments, since it shows an effort 

to find help outside of traditional medicine (Armstrong 1994:23).  None of the informants 

in this study have sought alternative treatments, but a simple internet search brings up 

dozens of ads and articles about alternative approaches to allergy treatment.   

Most of the informants had spoken to a clinician about their allergies, but had not 

necessarily sought care for that reason. Even those subjects who received medical advice 

still choose to self-treat with over-the-counter remedies.  None of the allergic informants 

in the sample were satisfied with the professional medical treatment that they received 

and many quit taking or modified the dosage of their prescription medications.  However, 

the lack of support they found from their physician may not have had as much to do with 

their symptoms as their general practitioner’s comfort level with treating reaction types 

other than rhinitis (Li et al. 2009).   
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Those without allergies had more confidence in biomedicine and its ability to treat 

allergies.  Informants with chronic allergies were far more cynical about medical 

treatments.  Gene, a 19 year old with no allergies of his own, has a younger brother that 

suffers from frequent hay fever episodes.  Even though this brother has not been 

successfully treated to alleviate his symptoms, Gene still feels that biomedicine holds a 

solution to the problem of allergies. 

MH: Is there anything we should know about allergic people 
Gene: They should really see a doctor if they want to fix it. 

 
 Another subject with a positive view on biomedicine was Christine.  She 

experienced mild, intermittent sinus headaches and hay fever.  When she had a reaction 

she used her husband’s allergy pills, which provide her with almost total relief from her 

symptoms.  She believed that current medical treatments are effective and that the 

products currently on the market are sufficient. 

 Out of the eighteen subjects with allergies, only Christine trusted and was 

satisfied with the treatments available through the biomedical-pharmaceutical complex.  

However, she had never been to the physician about her adult onset hay fever and had 

only self-treated.  Christine’s allergies are mild and exactly the type that most allergies 

medications are designed to treat.   

 The other seventeen allergic subjects expressed dissatisfaction or distrust of the 

treatment options currently available to them.  The majority of allergic subjects had 

spoken to a physician about their allergies at least once, even if it was during an 

appointment for another reason. 

Kate: After numerous tests and other poking and prodding “Take anti-histamines 
for what you can, avoid exposure otherwise and as for the food allergies, don’t eat 
it!” 
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Sandy: Right now, I guess they [physicians] can’t do anything, except dope you 
up on medicine and tell you to keep away from that. 

 
Other subjects believed seeking medical care for their allergies would be 

ineffective, and elect to self-treat without medical assistance.  William, a 46 year old 

male, when asked if he had ever been to a physician about them said, “No, I just felt it 

would be a waste.”   

Amelioration Techniques 

Avoidance of allergens is the preferred course of action, as recommended by 

physicians and allergic individuals.  However it is not always possible to avoid airborne 

allergens such as pollen.  Occupational or hobby-related exposures may be impossible to 

avoid without giving up the activity as well.  Furthermore, allergic individuals may not 

even know what triggers their reaction.  In those cases, the primary means of redressing 

the issue is by pharmacological treatment.  Over the last twenty years the creation of the 

second-generation, non-drowsy, histamine suppressing medications available has made 

them a more desirable treatment option than in the past (Golightly and Greos 2005).  

There are dozens of prescription and over-the-counter choices. 

Dot: I’ve taken them all.  You name it, I’ve taken it.  
 

Some subjects take medications every day, even when they are unsure of the 

efficacy, such as Sandy and Mimi.  However, seven others in the sample had 

prescriptions for allergy medications, but discontinued taking them and elected to self-

treat.  The three main reasons were that the medications were too expensive, that the 

relief provided was not good enough to justify the costs, and that it was too much effort 

of continuing under a physician’s care. 
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Adrian: Whatever would be prescribed to use, I would use.  Just like over-the-
counter medicine but to no avail, that would usually not work or help. 

 
Bridgette: I could go thru a whole series of shots allergy medicine.  It usually 
ended up being more of a pain in the ass than it was worth so I would just 
medicate with over-the-counter medicines.  
MH: Which ones? 
Bridgette:  Benadryl if it was really bad and I didn’t mind going to sleep.  
pseudoephedrine, A Sudafed

 

 product …it worked pretty well, if I took a regiment 
of it, one every morning when my allergies get bad.  Then it’s fine.  I was on 
Zyrtec, a prescription but it never worked better than the other stuff and I am not 
one for going to the doctor to get a prescription so I just went with the over-the-
counter stuff.  

Sandy: I used to be allergic to freshly cut grass, but I don’t know since I am all 
doped up on all these allergy medicines I don’t know.  I don’t know if I am 
exposed to it if I’d start doing the sneezing.  They are just giving me medicines, 
like oh yeah, here try this.  My dad thinks these medicines are making me worse.  
MH: Do you think they are?   
Sandy: With all the chemicals in my body?  That I’m putting it in, I think it’s bad 
cause I grow resistance.  Like Claritin, I grew resistant to that.   
MH: Do you ever think about quitting?  
Sandy: If I do I get sick, cause I always get that stuck feeling in my throat from 
the post nasal drip, cause I grew resistance to the Claritin and cause I kept eating 
the milk product.  Like cheese every day.  I kept getting that stuck feeling in my 
throat.  And there was this stuff in my throat and I had laryngitis that hadn’t 
reached my vocal cords and she’s like you got to take these.  I am not supposed to 
be eating any milk products--but I do.  So… 

 
Jackie: I was given a prescription nasal spray but it was expensive and after a few 
months I didn't feel any different so I stopped buying it.  All it did was burn my 
nose and drain my wallet. 

 
MH: Did they give you medications?  
Annie: Oh Yeah, Claritin, Alavert, Zyrtec  
MH: Did any of them work? 
Annie:  Yeah, they all work.  Well, they work to varying degrees.  I usually end 
up not taking, because I don’t like the ideas of putting more chemicals into my 
body.  The last time I had my allergic reaction they told me to take Zyrtec for 10 
days.  I did that and I will have a bottle of Zyrtec.  For the most part if I have a 
reaction I take a Benadryl, when I need it.  Cause most of my reactions aren’t so 
bad that I need to take—even when I get the allergies, like at the gym, when I 
broke out in hives.  99.9% of the time it hasn’t been so bad that I need to take 
anything.  But I do carry Benadryl with me.  I don’t have my EpiPen, but I got 
Benadryl. 
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Over-the-Counter Treatments 

The two products mentioned the most during interviews, Benadryl and Claritin, 

were coincidently the two most heavily advertised allergy medications at the time of this 

study.  The active ingredient in Benadryl, Diphenhydramine

Of the twenty-six subjects, nine mentioned Benadryl by name and seven 

mentioned Claritin without being prompted.  Others mentioned visual symbols used by 

the Claritin ad campaign, although they could not remember the name of the product. 

 is the active ingredient in 

some over counter sleep-aides and motion sickness pills.  Is it possible that this 

multipurpose drug is so effective because the users fall asleep, even if they do not need 

an antihistamine? 

The attitudes about allergy medications ranged from enthusiastic support to near 

hatred.  In the case of medication, ads could influence name recognition, but not the 

users’ opinions of the product.  While most of the informants quit or modified their 

prescription dosage, many had found a medication, or combination of remedies, that 

alleviated the worst of their symptoms. 

MH: Do you still get stuffy 
Michael: Yeah sometimes and sometimes I take Benadryl.  No matter where, it 
seems to be atmospheric conditions.  When it’s either too wet or too dry for a long 
period of time. 
MH: You take pills regularly.  Do you react? 
Michael: No, I just do it out of habit.  I don’t do it any more since they took 
Coricidin D off the shelves. 

 
Some informants did not like to use any medications, including over-the-counter 

medications, until their allergies become intolerable to them.  

Sally: I used to take Benadryl—I am an anti drug person anyway.  The more you 
put in your body—here’s my philosophy, anything you put in your body has an 
effect, a side effect and a good effect.  And you put all these pills in your body 
there is always a side effect.  If you think about these commercials, they always 
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say afterwards it can cause this, it can cause that.  I take them less and less.  I 
haven’t taken any [medications] this year or last year.  It’s been good, I just put 
cold compresses if I have a sinus headache and I just try to sit up and try to take a 
hot shower and breathe better.  I try to avoid all these drugs because I feel if it is 
drying up your sinuses what is it doing to the rest of your body?  Your eyes.  All 
the thin membranes in your body.   

 
Mikaena, a 21 year old cashier, avoided even over-the-counter medications altogether.   
 

Mikaena: No, I refuse to.  I don’t like to take medication unless it’s completely 
serious and I absolutely need to.  Maybe use Vick’s Vapor-Rub to make it 
possible to breathe again, if there was a cure that was going to make sure this 
never happened again, I might go for it—might.  I don’t take medicines either 
because as we all know, they clear up one problem and give you ten more. 

 
Other informants were willing to take medications, but had trouble determining 

what medication to use.  Even those subjects that had sought the help of a physician were 

not sure what they should do to treat their symptoms.  A common problem with over-the-

counter treatments is lack of experience on the part of the users.  Even prescription 

medications take trial and error to find the correct prescription and dosage.  Those 

treating themselves, often undertook the process of finding the right medications without 

any guidance at all. 

Alexis:  I couldn’t take it [Benadryl] as much because I couldn’t find the non-
drowsy and I need—I couldn’t take it because I was always running around…So I 
am sacred to take it because I might sleep thru everything.  I was in there [the 
pharmacy] and I had no idea.  I was like, which one will cure—well not cure, kind 
of like gets rid of the symptoms.  I think of that will get rid of rash, hives or 
whatever.  I cause that is when I was itchy and really red.  And it was just like 
spreading everywhere.  

 
Water as a Treatment Method 

Forty-four percent of the allergic subjects, eight informants in all, said that they 

have used water to either prevent symptoms or to help ameliorate the discomfort of 

allergic symptoms.  The subjects’ answers were split between those who take hot showers 

and those who use cold showers to feel better when they are having an attack.  Only one 
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subject, Eric, had any negative comments about using water as a treatment.  He said when 

the medical professional suggested that he take a hot bath, he just ended up warm and 

wet, and still in pain.  All of the other subjects that mentioned water were much more 

positive about its effects.  Sally had an allergic reaction to an injection.  Like Eric she 

was told to take a bath to alleviate the symptoms, but she experienced far more positive 

results.  

MH: Do you ever do anything other than use medication to treat or prevent an 
attack? 

 
Kate: Does washing off the dust count?  

Bridgette: Steam showers, if I wake up really stuffy in the morning.  
 

Mimi: I bought a humidifier.  It relives the stuffiness. 
MH: Do you ever wash out your nose. 
Mimi:  No I bought the product but I never used it.  It is something you put in the 
bottle, it is actually medicated.  I take hot showers anyway so… 

  
Sally: I do drink more water when I have this.  I feel water kind of cleanses your 
body.  

 
Dot:  If you ask me how you treat it or whatever, I’m like water.  Hydration  
MH: Do you think you’re better off using water instead of medicine now? 
Dot:  Absolutely.  I find hot showers make it worse, because of the swelling.  The 
ideal is the nice glass of ice water with a cool vaporizer.  A cool air vaporizer like 
a humidifier I guess you can have a hot moist vaporizer or an atomizer I guess 
with cool water-so a cool mist if you will.   

 
Annie: Cool showers, not so much hot showers.  A lot of times when I have hives 
my skin feels really hot, so sometimes the cool shower will feel more 
comfortable.  Cool compresses, things like that. 

 
Christian: Then I drink a lot of water-as soon as I get allergies.  I drink water, 
room temperature, right from the faucet.  I start drinking water and I flush my 
system.  The more water you drink the more you have to go, you know.  The more 
you go the more toxins you eliminate. 
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The Mind’s Effects on Allergies 

Actions such as self-talk and meditation seem to ameliorate allergic symptoms.  

Of alternative self-treatments, four said that they felt better if they tried to calm 

themselves down, one said she prayed and one just gave herself time to sulk and then 

went about her day ignoring the sinus pain.  All of the subjects that engaged in self-

guided relaxation also mentioned that they questioned the wisdom of taking medications.  

With the exception of Mimi, who continued to use her prescription medications every day 

in addition to prayer, these subjects choose not to take medication until their allergies 

became too burdensome for them to tolerate. 

MH: Do you do anything other than use medication to treat your allergies? 
Sally: Meditation.  
MH: Does it help? 
Sally: Yeah  
MH: Why? 
Sally: Cause I’m relaxing I am not stressing out from the day. 

 
Christian: I try to stay quiet if I have a headache or I have too much sinusitis 
only because the more calm you are- I’ve noticed- the faster it goes away. 

 
William: (after a long pause, showing reluctance to tell) sometimes, many times 
when I wish something away, it goes away.  It really works with me sometimes.  
If I have a headache for instance instead of taking a couple aspirins, I’ll just close 
my eyes and say, go away, go away  or I don’t have a headache, I don’t have a 
headache, I don’t have a headache and it just goes away.  

 
Some subjects said that their allergy problems were worsened by stress or a major 

life event.  The subjects that did not state that physical trauma or over exposure to a 

substance as the cause of their allergy were asked if emotional stress was a possible cause 

of their allergic condition.  Only one of the subjects, William a 46 year old male, denied 

it out right.  Michael, a 64 year old male teacher, volunteered that anxiety may have been 

responsible for an allergic outbreak unlike any other he had before or since.  All of the 
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other allergic informants were asked if emotional trauma could have been a factor in the 

development of their allergies.  The rest considered the possibility, but could not 

remember any psychological trigger.  However, the six subjects quoted below thought 

that it might have been a contributing factor.  None of them seemed surprised by the 

notion that their own allergic disease could have a psychogenic trigger.  The exception is 

William, who is discussed further in this section. 

Michael:  I was purple when I went to work.  I don’t know, it was also a time of 
high anxiety, cause I wasn’t working, had expected to be working and being 
called for substitute teaching. 

 
Adrian: That was the year I think I became a manager.  I am a calm individual, so 
I do what I can do.  No matter what position I’m in, so maybe it was.  Maybe I 
just couldn’t recognize the stress.   

 
Christian:  My mom’s friends-they had allergies and just being healthy they were 
cured—Like then if you keep calm.  If you get antsy and everything you get 
screwed.  I’ve noticed that.  So I just stay still.  Things go away—I try to stay 
quiet if I have a headache or I have too much sinusitis only because the more calm 
you are- I’ve noticed- the faster it goes away, at least for me.  Like if I have 
something related to allergies at home, I cover myself, relax, and go to sleep.  I’m 
fine.  The more active I become the more allergic I get.  

 
Sally: Just your own immune system, what you ate today.  How you feel, stress.  
Internal factors, how your body runs itself…When I’m more in distress their 
worse.  And when I’m not under stress they are least.   

 
Bridgette: sometimes you have a stress related incident that might appear as what 
would be allergic reaction to it, but generally people have them. 

 
William, unlike the others, did not feel that stress brought about his allergies.  

Despite going through a major financial crisis and having to take work as a landscaper at 

the time of his initial reaction, he steadfastly denied that the two occurrences could be 

related.  It is interesting to note, that when he took his job as a landscaper, he became 

highly sensitized to pollen and poison ivy.  This, he reasonably attributes to an over 

exposure to pollens and poison ivy. 
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MH: Could losing your inheritance have been a trigger your allergy?  
William: No.  The high stress levels that I had normally that’s more a 
psychological thing.  More of panic attacks or things like that, it not inhalant [air 
borne allergens].  
MH: But they did start at the same time?  
William: Yeah.  

 
Behavioral Changes 

It is natural to avoid things that cause pain and there is little doubt that a sinus 

headache or hives can be painful.  It is hardly surprising, that all of the allergic subjects in 

this sample had some means of preventing themselves from having allergy attacks.  The 

simplest course of action was for the allergic subject to avoid the substance as much as 

they were able.  Although several subjects took more elaborate measures. 

Eric, a thirty-nine year old male, mentioned previously in Chapter Four, is 

burdened by debilitating headaches that last for several days after he eats anything 

contain MSG.  Since his allergen is an ingredient in many foods he must read the labels 

of everything he eats very carefully.  

Even then, MSG is regularly listed as a “natural ingredient” and it may not appear 

in the list of ingredients.  Eric’s first bit of food is always tiny.  Since the MSG usually 

produces a tingling sensation on his tongue; he is usually able to tell if it is something he 

cannot eat.  Even so, if it is a food he does not eat on a regular basis, he waits several 

minutes after his initial taste before he consumes the food.   

As a further precaution, Eric typically eats the same foods regularly.  Eric does 

not cook, so he tends to eat frozen dinners every night, and is reluctant to try new foods.  

Eric occasionally will go to restaurants or eat carry out food.  But he is very cautious and 

often turns down dinner invitations.  When he is able to, he calls the restaurants in 

advance to find out if they use MSG.  Eric avoids ordering any creamy foods, opting 
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instead for fried foods, since those are less likely to contain MSG.  However, this is not 

always an effective strategy.  One evening Eric ordered fried shrimp at a casual dining 

restaurant only to discover, quite painfully, that it was garnished with a spice mixture 

containing MSG.  He unfortunately ate the whole order, and was in pain for several days.  

A second subject, Scotty, a 37 year old male, also has a similar reaction to MSG.  He 

reported headaches that lasted for three days when he eats foods that contain MSG, but 

not nearly as debilitating as the headaches that Eric experiences.  Scotty’s discovery story 

is very similar to Eric’s, but unlike Eric he does not identify himself as having any 

allergies.  

 Fortunately, most of the subjects interviewed for this study do not have 

incapacitating headaches from their allergies nor do they have as much difficultly 

avoiding exposure to their trigger. 

Mikaena: I stay away from different types of nuts out of precaution.  And I steer 
clear of rabbits completely. 

 
MH: What are you allergic to? 
Adrian: something in Mexican beers—No, nothing else, I continue my diet 
regular.  Just without those substances.  It is good beer but you just have to give it 
up and move on. 

 
Annie:  I am not every adventurous in trying new stuff.  If I know I am going to 
be exposed to something that might make me uncomfortable, that might be a case, 
I might take some medicine.  But other than that I don’t think that it affects my 
quality of life.  I pretty much do what I want to do. 

 
William: If I am going to be up in an attic I will wear a dust mask that does help. 

 
Sandy: I can’t touch any cleaners.  It’s like when I wash dishes I wear the big 
yellow gloves.  Like when I try to clean the bathroom or something, when I use 
Windex or paint I have to wear gloves.  

 
MH: Did you do anything to prevent your allergies? 
Alexis: Then I went through and vacuumed and dusting everything and that may 
have made it worse.  I don’t remember getting worse, but I cleaned everything. 
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Three subjects said that living a healthy lifestyle makes their allergies less 

problematic.  Annie, a gym manager pays special attention to ingredients in the foods she 

eats for both the purpose of staying generally healthy and to protect herself from 

accidental exposure to her allergens.  Sally on the other hand, is not sure why she has 

allergy attacks less frequently than she used to, but she attributes the improvement to her 

lifestyle.  “It’s getting better, I don’t know maybe because I’m eating healthier.”  

The most overtly in favor of exercise and proper nutrition was Christian.  He was 

recruited as a professional athlete before a knee injury prevented him from playing in the 

major leagues.  After that incident, he stopped training and his allergies became worse. 

Christian: I get stages, I don’t have a set season or part of the year where they get 
worse.  In the summer sometimes during the morning and I have noticed lately it 
depends—like if I’m eating healthy, I don’t get them as bad.  I've noticed that if I 
eat healthy, go to the gym.  When I was younger I used to be a healthy kid.  I 
played sports and everything, but not too serious.  Then in my teens I wasn’t 
doing that much exercise and then later on when I was in my late teens I was a 
high performance athlete.  I was eating very healthy, going to bed early, not 
drinking, not anything and at that time I never had allergies.  

 
Despite the perils of exposure allergens can cause, not everyone astutely avoids 

the substances to which they are allergic.  Allergic subjects may practice avoidance, only 

to allow themselves contact with their allergen on occasion.  Anita, for example will eat 

Chinese food, and take a Benadryl if she has a small accidental exposure.  She misses 

eating shrimp, even though she has been allergic to it for over thirty years.  She admitted 

that at times she has considered taking the risk of having a shrimp dinner.  

Anita: I sometimes think that maybe if I took a Benadryl I could have--but it’s 
not worth it. 

 
Sandy: I’m supposed to avoid milk, but cheese, sour cream and other milk 
products, but like the allergy medicines I take are supposed to help me not to—it 
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stops me getting the sinus infections.  If I don’t eat too much of the milk 
otherwise I will get the sinus infection.   

 
Christian: I love wearing cologne, but every morning with my deodorant and 
foot spray, I am like choking (he mimes deodorant spray) in the morning.  

 
Annie: I probably would buckle down and take the drugs.  I enjoy they exercise 
too much.  I get too much out of it.  Breaking out in a little rash, it’s not so severe, 
if it were like going to kill me, severe.  Yeah, I’d like avoid it, if it’s the mild 
reaction I’ve been getting it’s not big enough to give met to stop.  

 
Alexis: one of my roommates, she said she was allergic to mold, grass….just 
about everything.  But she always kept her little shots, so whenever she want to 
get Maryland crabs, she would eat as much as she wanted and when it was over 
she would take the shot.  
MH: Did you see her do this? 
Alexis: No, she told me.  She said, cause they were just so good.  She just 
couldn’t help it.  So she eats them and then she takes a shot and is good to go!  I 
believe she did it and she said her dad is the same way.  I would do it if I became 
allergic to something I really liked/loved eating.  I just get cravings and if I want 
it, I'm going to eat it and if I have to take a shot I would.  But I would have never 
thought to do it till she told me.  Why not there’s some play you wanna eat and it 
good, then it’s worth it. 
 
Sally: I’m not allergic to any food.  But I can’t touch mangos; mangos are very 
bad for me.  I get a rash, I get puffy eyes, rash on my face, if I peal them 
underwater I’m ok.  I can eat them, but I can’t touch them.  I can’t touch the skin, 
I don’t know if it is in the sap or the skin itself.  But I can eat the fruit; I don’t get 
sick from that. 

 
It is difficult to understand why a person would risk an allergy attack, when they 

could easily avoid having one.  It is possible that occasionally partaking in the forbidden 

item is another expression of control over one’s situation.  By indulging in the food that a 

person reacts to, a person can control when they react and how severe the reaction will 

be.  In the case of a mild to moderate reaction, the rewards may be worth suffering the 

consequences.  
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Chapter Summary 

  Whether or not an allergy is medically diagnosed all allergic individuals want 

relief.  16.7 million American every year seek medical treatment specifically for allergic 

rhinitis (AAAAI 1996), but many more elect to treat themselves.  There are many 

treatment options and experimenting with various techniques and medications is 

common.  The majority of subjects in this sample use both avoidance and over-the-

counter treatments as their standard routine of prevention and amelioration.  Treatment of 

allergies is varied and personal.  While culture indications what allergies are, and how an 

allergic person should behave, each person must discover for themselves, what among the 

many possible options is the most effective for them. 

While each of the informants has a personal method of self-treatment, almost all 

of them have sought professional care for their allergies at some point.  Every one of the 

subjects has taken at least one over-the-counter or prescription allergy medication at 

some point, though several have decided that they preferred to deal with the symptoms in 

more natural ways, such as meditation or maintaining a healthy diet.  The interviews 

show that informants’ explanatory models influence avoidance and treatment decisions. 
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CHAPTER SIX: OTHER PEOPLE’S ALLERGIES
 

In the previous chapter, informants provided illness narratives about their 

personal experiences.  In this chapter, the focus shifts to the allergies of others.  It was 

apparent from the interviews that even subjects who themselves are very allergic, still 

frequently dismiss the allergic conditions of others.  Many people seem to believe that the 

symptoms of allergies are frequently a physical manifestation of character flaws.  In this 

way allergies may be seen as an illness metaphor.   

It appears that the cultural-specific interpretation of allergies (Pfeiffer and 

Schoene 1980), really only applies to others.  When informants in this sample discussed 

their own allergies, they were able to provide: a cause, a list of symptoms and a remedy.  

However, when discussing the allergies of others, subjects freely stated that the allergies 

of some people were “in their head”.  As will be seen later in this chapter, the cultural 

interpretation of the illness is not something an allergic person applies to themselves, 

since no one believes that they match the derisive profile of the “allergy person.” 

In popular culture, allergies are frequently used as a metaphorical tool to show a 

high-strung individual and are often correlated with anxiety.  Interview subjects, when 

asked to describe their stereotype of an allergic person, described someone that was 

overly anxious and habitually agitated.  The subjects often used negative terms to 

describe the person, even when the subjects themselves had allergies.  The hypothetical 
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allergic person is someone that needlessly worries, tends to be sickly, whiny, and believes 

problems are far worse than they really are.  

It is common for illnesses to hold meanings other than those provided by 

biomedicine (Joralemon 1999).  In some instances a community may believe that the 

contraction of an illness may be a moral judgment from a deity or a punishment for 

breaking a rule.  In the case of allergies, it is often understood to mean that the sufferer is 

weak or fragile.  Based on the study sample used for this thesis, the common stereotype 

for an allergic person is a white man in his twenties; this person is usually portrayed as 

nerdy, with a pasty complexion and chronically fearful of his surroundings.  

Scientifically, there is no basis for this stereotype, allergies run across all races and 

actually effect more adult women than adult men (Schatz 2007).  The judgment about 

allergic individuals, displays contempt for weakness and a resentment toward malingerers 

suspects of over-reacting to gain sympathy. 

Expanding on work by both Helman (1985) and Kleinman (1980), it is apparent 

that the acculturation of a population affects their beliefs about sickness and healing.  

Society’s values guide assumptions about susceptibility to particular illnesses and what 

must be done in response to them.  Physical diseases and cultural beliefs influence each 

other.  Perception of an illness affects not only the person afflicted, but how that person is 

treated by the rest of the society.  This is problematic to biomedicine, since “it is 

commonly assumed that sickness and healing are essentially biological events in which 

sociocultural phenomena play at most a secondary role” (Hahn 1995:76 ), but from an 

anthropological perspective it becomes apparent that the two are inseparably linked.  This 

cultural perspective is evidenced by almost all non-professional discussions of allergic 
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conditions.  While some informants reported that their allergies are simply an 

inconvenient physiological reaction, others allow their allergies to affect many aspects of 

their life.  The second type of allergy suffer is able to assume the sick role at any time 

that it suits their needs.  However, this ability is not without consequence.  American 

society expects certain types of people to have allergies; allergic people are frail, whereas 

healthy individuals are strong and able.  By claiming the sick role, the person with 

chronic allergies marks themselves as unfit (Joralemon 1999). 

This chapter examines the various ways in which both the allergic and non-

allergic informants describe the “allergic person.”  A survey of pharmaceutical 

advertisements, news programs, television programs and feature films, done for this 

thesis, shows that media stereotypes and those described by subjects are quiet similar 

(See appendix A).  Most of the informants described an allergic individual very closely 

resembling the character type portrayed on comedy programs.  However, they also 

described allergic attacks as potentially dangerous, which is similar to depictions 

provided by both the news media and feature films.  While it is not within the scope of 

this thesis to determine if the media depictions are responsible for creating the stereotype, 

it is an interesting topic for a later time.  

Media Representations 

In the United States, 98% of families have at least one television in their home 

and most teenagers and adults watch some TV every day (Beasley and Danesi 2002).  

Certainly most viewers do not pay attention to allergy references found in the 

programming and advertisements.  However, it seems reasonable to suggest that some of 

the allergy information presented, enters viewers overall understanding of allergies. 
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According to Claudia Strauss and Naomi Quinn (1997), thoughts are based on 

information derived from culturally produced information.  The information, along with 

emotional responses to the stimuli, integrates with an individual’s cultural schemas.  

Strauss and Quinn stress the importance of the emotional response.  However, it is 

possible that information lacking apparent intellectual importance, or emotional value, 

becomes a part of an aggregate bank of information below the level of conscious 

information that subtly shapes one’s bias toward a topic. 

Everyone has a culturally constructed schema for allergies.  Those with allergies 

or personal experience with an allergic individual will have a different understanding of 

allergies from people who acquired their information as a by-product of consuming 

media.  Media depictions are different than real world allergies, mostly due the nature of 

television and movies.  “Chronic illness has little place in the self-representations of the 

post modering world.  It is nearly absent from network television, which prefers to focus 

on acute illness that is curable, using drugs, technology and the resources of 

biomedicine” (Morris 1998:220).   

 However, chronic allergies are occasionally used on television to mark a person 

as different or as a comic foil.  The socially awkward character is often indicated by 

mentioning or demonstrating sensitivities to multiple allergens.  However, only a small 

percent of allergies shown in television or the movies is that of the chronic reactor 

mentioned above.  Most allergic depictions are of an exceptional event in the life of the 

character.  While a character from a movie or television program is aware of having a 

potentially deadly allergy, it is not a normal part of that character’s life.  Therefore, it is 

not shown in the same light as a chronic disease, but as an emergency event.   
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By use of cultural dissemination tools such as  television, books, newspapers and 

movies, understandings about illness and treatment, like other aspects of cultural 

knowledge are  distributed within a cultural setting (D’Andrade 1995).  Allergies 

depictions are quite different depending on the agenda of the media’s creator.  For 

example, a bumbling character, suffering from hay fever on a television program will 

create a far different impression than an actor dressed as a doctor, discussing the merits of 

a new allergic medication.  In addition, such encounters with new information guide how 

an individual reconstructs past events in their own lives (Garro 2000).  How much does 

cultural knowledge create the phenomena of allergies?  This leads to the question, how 

much do fictionalized and stylized representations of allergy attacks influence how this 

illness is experienced by the average American?  

People in United States today are exposed to many competing sources of 

knowledge regarding health care issues.  While all knowledge is culturally created, not all 

of it is factual.  Fictional representations sometimes have more influence on an 

individual’s explanatory model of an illness than a descriptive medical explanation (Hart 

2000).  Medical explanations often lack a narrative form, unlike stories, which provoke 

an emotional response.  Films and television actively create an illness narrative with an 

onset, crisis, and conclusion.  The viewer may understand the program as a fiction, but 

the narrative is internalized and added to the knowledge of the disease.   

Lay people learn about allergies by direct experience of an allergic condition, by 

having a relative or friend with the problem, or by seeing various representations of 

allergic reactions in media portrayals.  Learning about health issues from sources such as 
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friends, movies, and magazines all contribute to a person’s explanatory model of an 

illness.  

Feature films, due to their narrative form and emotional nature, tend to subtly 

transmit social beliefs to their audiences.  In Kylo-Patrick R. Hart’s 2000 monograph The 

AIDS Movie: Representing a Pandemic in Film and Television, Hart describes the various 

representations of AIDS and how public perception of a disease can be influenced by the 

film industry.  The portrayal of a character with AIDS is a delicate situation; Hollywood 

typically portrays people with AIDS as homosexual men, even though gay men only 

represent a part of those who actually contract HIV.  Hart’s theory is that the media 

perpetuates stereotypical ideas about the typical AIDS patient, hindering a real 

understanding and dialog about the disease.  The data collected in relationship to this 

thesis indicates that allergy films may be equally telling and further study of the 

depictions of allergic characters is warranted.   

Another informational outlet that influences perceptions is the news media.  

Television and written journalism reach a majority of the American population.  There is 

a blurring of fact and narrative story in the news.  Journalism is not an unbiased 

transmission of fact; more is being done that simply providing explanations and 

information about events (Min 1975).  Stories are based not only on events, but guide 

viewers understand experiences and shape the world view of the news consumers.  The 

news provides a symbolic communication system by which “reality is produced, 

maintained, repaired, and transformed” (Carey 1989:23).  The news provides two types 

of stories about allergies, the general guidelines about how a person can avoid hay fever 

during allergy season and then the more sensational stories about rare life threatening 
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allergy attacks.  Those types of allergy stories are played multiple times and receive 

much more air time than the more common allergies.  While these events are less 

common they are shown in a way that makes them appear more frequently than the 

common allergy attacks.  For example, newspapers and broadcast news stations offered 

coverage about a teenager that died of an allergy attack, supposedly triggered by kissing a 

boy who had earlier eaten peanut butter (Daily News 2005).  While the story gained wide 

publicity, the medical examiners report listing the cause of death to be asthma brought on 

by marijuana smoke received almost no media attention (Gazette 2006).  

 The news, while seen as a provider of facts, is far more biased that it at first 

seems.  Stories are selected for their emotional resonance, as well as for the air-play of 

the subject.  If a subject does not film well, it is less likely to be shown.  Also, with the 

sponsorship of the news by pharmaceutical agencies, the media is more likely to show 

biomedical topics in way that is more consistent with the point of view of their sponsors. 

Family and Friends with Allergies 

Every subject interviewed for this thesis either had personal experience with 

allergies or knew someone with allergies and almost all of them recalled someone that 

seemed to overstate the nature of their condition.  Four subjects in the study population 

mentioned family members that they believe are hypochondriacs or that play up their 

allergies for sympathy.  Alexis and Jackie claim to be allergic, and Rachel’s son has been 

diagnosed with food allergies, yet all three expressed skepticism when discussing the 

allergies of particular individuals in their lives. 

Alexis: My dad he has one of those air filter things that are supposed to clean air.  
I don’t know how well that works.  He says it does.  He got a really good one.  I 
notice when I go in the room compared with other parts of the house.  It’s totally 
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different, but it could all could be in your head though.  I think it’s more 
psychological though. 
 
Rachel, the mother of an allergic child, admits that she should be more sensitive 

to people with food allergies, but she believes that most allergic individuals, particularly 

those that claim to have food allergies are purposely over-reacting as an attention seeking 

device.  During her interview she cited several people that she believes only claim to be 

allergic.  Her husband Scotty, during the interview stated that he has migraines when he 

eats food containing MSG, although, he identifies himself as non-allergic.   

MH: So when did you begin to believe that his headaches were real? 
Rachel: (blushing) I kind of still don’t. 

So, even when presented with regular evidence of food induced pain, she still feels like 

her husband is overstating the problem.  Rachel also went on at length about another 

allergic person that she knew.  She claims that this chronically allergic individual has 

been harping on nonexistent allergies for years, as a way to avoid things that she dislikes 

and to gain sympathy from those around her. 

 Jackie, a 31 year old office worker, has multiple problems, such as chronic 

allergies, reoccurring headaches, and she is lactose intolerant.  She is frequently kept 

from activities due to her health.  However, she is skeptical of others who claim similar 

problems, such as her mother. 

MH: So what do you think of your mom's allergies?  Is she as allergic as she 
seems? 
Jackie:  I think part of it is psychosomatic. 
MH: What makes you think that? 
Jackie:  There's always something wrong with her.  I think she's a tad 
hypochondriac. 
MH: Why do you say it is hypochondria? 
Jackie: She always seems to have some health problem. 
MH: So you think you are different than her? 
Jackie:  No, I seem have something wrong with me all the time too. 
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MH: Why are hers psychosomatic, and yours are real? 
Jackie:  I'm probably a hypochondriac myself, probably learned it from her. 

 

Like Jackie, six others in the sample mentioned at least one allergic person they 

believed to be a faker.  Even subjects that claimed to be allergic themselves believe that 

others exaggerate or fake allergies to gain attention.  Frequently in interviews, when the 

informants brought up people with worse allergies than they had themselves, they discuss 

the other person with derision.  It seems ironic that two subjects that had complained that 

people did not understand or believe their allergies were valid, spoke with contempt and 

disbelief of someone else’s allergy.  

The Stereotype 

 Below are some of the informants’ responses when they were asked to describe 

their stereotype of an allergic person.  The answers the subjects gave were very consistent 

with one another; it was the second most uniform response to the questions, the first 

being that genetics were the main cause of allergies.  Many of the subjects said that a 

particular person they knew came to mind when they imagined their stereotype, the 

responses by those subjects were the most derogatory to allergic individuals. 

 Informants were prompted to describe the stereotype of an allergic person, what 

that person is allergic to, that person’s gender, age, skin color, hair color and any other 

physical descriptors that come to mind.  While some subjects were reluctant to give a 

stereotype, all were able to provide one, when pushed.  However, possibly the most 

intriguing aspect of this particular questions, is when asked how closely the respondent 

resembled the stereotype, twenty-five of the twenty-six subjects, Eric being the only 
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outlier, responded that they do not resemble the stereotypical allergic person at all, even 

after they had described someone very much like themselves.  

Rebecca: Sneezing, itchy eyes, it’s almost like they’re sick but they’re not.  Girl, 
white, like she’s sick.  Aggravated.  Mid 20s-early 30s.  I’m completely different. 

 
Terry:  Not too bad.  They may be sneezing, itching, pretty much mild symptoms.  
They don’t look that bad.  There seems to be a lot more females.  Early 20s.  Just 
laid back, cool.  Probably allergic to pollen.  

 
Gene: Skinny male, Hispanic glasses.  With a very small nose.  Sneezing with 
tiny sneezes.  Very slow, lazy, laid back. 

  
Scotty refused to describe an allergic person during his interview, saying that 

allergies can happen to anyone.  However, during a follow up conversation when asked 

why he didn’t want to answer the question, he said “I knew what you were looking for”, 

and he was able to list the attributes of the television stereotype.  However, he again 

stressed that it had nothing to do with a person’s physical characteristics.  He instead 

stressed that what comes to his mind is a “momma’s boy” personality” instead of a set of 

physical attributes.  

Some subjects immediately thought of a person that they already knew as their 

stereotype for an allergic individual.   

Adrian:  It is funny you should mention that.  He is terrified of bees, because he 
says he’s allergic to bees.  But I’ve never hear the full story about him being stung 
by a bee so I don’t really know if he is allergic or not.  But maybe just terrified of 
bees.  But I’d have to say one of my co-workers.  I could picture if he was a lady, 
he would be terrified of dust (laughing) he just over dramatizes it.  Caucasian, 
antsy about everything in general just hyper.  If it’s not his way he’s a pessimist.   
MH: How close are you to the stereotype? 
Adrian:  far from it. 

 
Kate: He [her nephew] is a whiney little momma’s boy, but that has nothing to do 
with what is a very serious reaction to an allergen.  
MH: Do you know anyone that uses their allergies as a crutch to explain laziness 
or other personality defects? 
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Kate: There is a "type" you see them at daycares all the time.  Mom babies them 
and the list of allergies is HUGE. 

 
William: Usually they complain about their allergies “Oh my allergies are acting 
up” {he imitated a whining voice} They fuss about their allergies, they fuss, it is 
something to talk about.  Their life, it’s allergies, you know.   
MH: What does this person look like?  
William: The first person to come to mind—that would be stereotyping.  Well I 
guess a geeky looking person  
MH: Male or female? 
William: Both, well I had a girlfriend, she was like that.   
MH: Was that person actually reacting or just talking about it? 
William: Both.  I’m thinking about her specifically.  I can see her eyes getting 
watery and she would talk about I, and she would call her friends and talk about 
it.   
MH: How closely do you resemble the stereotype? 
William: None, I tolerate them, I don’t complain about them.  

 
Anita: I somehow picture a thin person and very agitated.  Caucasian but could be 
anybody.  Female—just very whiney; Any age—mostly starting in 20s—cause 
when they are younger it doesn’t affect them as much or they are no thinking 
about it.  Or someone else is thinking about it, like a parent.  Somehow I see 
redheads 
MH: Do you resemble that allergic person? 
Anita: No, I don’t 

 
Mimi: (pharmacy assistant) A woman came in today.  She was actually like 
freaking out.  [The Hospital] had given her two prescriptions…She had lost the 
script.  She came in and was crying, “What do? What I do? What do I do?”…She 
was actually like crying.  Whatever her allergic reaction caused her to itch so bad 
that she was actually like ripping veins...  
MH: So their behavior is kind of crazy, how do they look? 
Mimi: it depends on the type of allergic person, they usually carry themselves 
normally.  They dress well 
MH: How old? 
Mimi: They are between 21-24  
MH: Men or women? 
Mimi: Women 
MH: Ethnicity? 
Mimi: Mixed.  African American, Hispanic.  
MH: Do you resemble that allergic person? 
Mimi: I don’t resemble them at all, I’m a very calm person, I don’t freak out at 
all.  Take my medicine and be on my merry way.  Some people just over react to 
it for no reason they just freak out it’s not the end of the world.  I only tell you 
about my allergic reaction if I have to. Like if I am working with you and you 
wear a lot of perfume.   
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Annie: Oh yeah, I think a lot of people think that people what are allergies are 
over reacting.  That they’re hyper inflating what’s going on with them.   
MH: Do you?  
Annie: No, when people say they have allergies, I take it very seriously.  
Especially when they say they have bad allergies.  Because I think I have an 
understanding of how bad it can be.  Yeah, I think a lot of people thing they’re 
being particular, being picky and it’s not a matter of being particular or picky or 
peculiar or anything.  I am sure, when I go into restaurants, the waiters and 
waitresses, think I'm being a pain in the butt.  That's because I think they don’t 
truly understand the severity that the reaction may cause.   
MH: What is the stereotype? 
Annie:  Whiney, complainy, female.   
MH: What’s she allergic to? 
Annie: She’s allergic to everything, just because.  Probably most people, the most 
common-respiratory reactions  
MH: How close are you to that? 
Annie:  I don’t think I’m there at all.  I don’t complain about it. 

 
Sue: Handkerchief in hand.  The red eyes and runny nose and complaining about 
not being able to be in the building or place or room.  Male, Caucasian, 30-35.  
They’re a pain in the ass to be around.  Kind of crabby, just kind of a grouch.  
MH: How much are you like it? 
Sue:  I don’t, I’m not.  The crabby part maybe.  The stereotypic allergic person is 
someone sneezing, coughing, runny nose eyes.  Pale always complaining they 
don’t feel good.  Life {she laughs} probably dust and pollen and dirt.  Probably 
there’s more to it but that’s the outside factors, their environment.-I just saw a 
man in my mind; About 20; White, with dark hair from 10-0 with 10 being the 
closest to him.  I would say, 1.  
MH: You said pale, dark hair, all sniffly snuffy and you don’t see any 
resemblance? 
Sue:  That’s not me I’m not sniffly snuffly and I’m not male.  

 
Christian, A highly allergic person, responded with contempt when discussing allergic 

individuals.  Like many others in this sample, Christian based his stereotype on someone 

he actually knew.  

MH: Describe the stereotype of an allergic person. 
Christian: Like tissue in the nose, they rub vapor rub all over, and they put it 
behind their ears and they put it on socks and put it on their soles.  I have an uncle 
who is allergic to I don’t know what, and couldn’t sleep at night, Cause his throat 
was killing him.  So he grabbed a whole bunch of vapor rub and put it down his 
throat.  He passed out- just went to sleep.  I am sure the taste was terrible.  He 
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would do anything to get rid of them; but he’ll never go to a doctor either.  He’ll 
do anything stupid to get rid of them. 
 

As mentioned before, Christian, a thirty year old Hispanic male, considers himself to be 

very allergic.  He indicated that a child’s parents are responsible for the creation of an 

allergic personality; that overly anxious parents will produce a child that grows into an 

allergic adult.  In another section of his interview, Christian stated that the first thing a 

person notices about him is that he is allergic, but when I asked him if his parents were 

like the ones he described he said,  

Christian: No in a sense that’s what helped me.  They kept me very secured and 
protected.  I have a feeling that if your parents are overbearing you become more 
insecure they take care of you but they don’t overwhelm you.  You know things 
are going to be ok, As opposed to re lying on mom and dad to make things ok.  
I’m not really [stereotypically allergic] because I’ve always had them, they don’t 
control me.   
 
The allergic person, even when described by individuals that have allergies, is 

considered to be a contemptible complainer.  While the gender vas variable, most 

subjects described the stereotype as being male, consistent with allergic depictions in 

television comedies.  The allergic person was characterized as being weak and easily 

aggravated.  The consistency of the stereotype throughout the sample is a strong 

indication of how prevalent the image is in American culture. 

Film and Fictional Television Portrayals 

The entertainment industry frequently perpetuates stereotypes (Hart 2001) and 

often over simplifies complex issues.  Allergies in the fictional media are typically 

depicted as cliché parodies, with very little regard for the actual allergic experience.  

Allergies in the fictional media are used in two ways.  They either exploit the stereotypes 
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of the allergic individual, creating a visual cue to the character’s weaknesses or to create 

a life or death crisis with which characters must contend.  

Despite the numerous examples of allergies portrayed in movies and television, 

few of the subjects interviewed for this thesis sample were able to remember any 

particular instances of fictionalized allergic responses.  The original hypothesis driving 

this research was that television and films help to create the explanatory model of the 

American lay person, however it proved to be too difficult, if not impossible, to find 

conclusive data supporting that idea from this type of qualitative study.  Sixty-five 

percent of the informants were unable to remember any instances of allergies in either the 

television or movies without prompting.  Subjects unable to recall any examples were 

shown a list of names of programs and films to jog their memories.   

Of the nine unprompted responses, four of the subjects recalled allergies 

consistent with their own explanatory model of allergies.  Rachel remembered several 

instances of bee allergies in movies.  Rachel had indicated that her older brother had a 

dangerous bee allergy, and her first recollection of an allergy attack was seeing her 

brother’s face swell up and accompanying him to the emergency room.  Such a traumatic 

experience in her youth may the reason those films to come so readily to her mind.  

Rachel’s son only has mild food allergies, and so this is less likely to provoke an 

emotional response from her.   

On the other hand, Annie and Thelma, are far more familiar with dangerous food 

allergies, so their recollections about deadly anaphylactic attacks shows that they are 

more sensitive to the topic.  Both Annie and Thelma recalled films that depicted 

potentially deadly food induced attacks, this is consistent with the explanatory models of 
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allergies that they had prior to viewing the fictionalized depiction.  The depictions most 

likely to stay with a person are the ones that carry emotional resonance (Strauss and 

Quinn 1997), those without a strong emotional response are less likely to remember any 

depictions. 

Thelma, a mother of a son with a very severe peanut allergy, recalled two 

depictions with no prompting.  One a television program with a dramatic portrayal and 

the second one was an animated movie, in which the character’s reaction was comic but 

life threatening nonetheless.   

Thelma: The October Road TV show reminds me of my son.  This young boy 
who is allergic to peanuts like Sam, his mother's friend accidently put peanut 
butter frosting in his mouth.  The little boy realized there's something wrong and 
asked what it was.  Someone said peanut butter, with smiles.  The boy was like, 
“oh no” and ran off to ride his bike to home because he did not carry EpiPen with 
him.  He passed out in the middle of the road and the neighbor found him.  The 
neighbor realized it was that boy that had allergic reaction and called 911.  
Luckily, the doctor saved him. 

 
In Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs, an animated film, a character is scratched 

by a jagged peanut brittle stalagmite.  She rushes back to her aircraft, trying to get to her 

rescue injector before an anaphylactic response overcomes her.  Immediately after she is 

injected her symptoms subside.  

Thelma: [Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs] is a good example of exaggerated 
result about allergic reaction.  It is animated.  That's why it bothers people who 
have family member with peanut allergy.   
MH: I thought it was pretty realistic. 
Thelma: I am telling you that it is not true when kids get bloated like balloon and 
then get injected and get back to normal.  They tend to get reddish or bluish and 
then get injected and it takes time to heal.  They need to be observed by the 
doctors at the hospital because it can relapse anytime.  It is very scary.  It is hard 
to predict because you cannot tell what is left in the system, even though how tiny 
of amount. 
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Thelma is frequently concerned with the lack of understanding that she receives 

from those who do not have personal experience with allergies.  She is often angered by 

people’s ignorance in the matter.  Films, such as the animated movie mentioned above, 

promote the idea that damage done during an allergic attack can be quickly undone with 

an injection, when the reality is more complex and far more dangerous to the allergic 

individual. 

 Annie is not bothered by the inaccurate depictions of allergies in films.  As she 

was discussing the film Hitch she was laughing.  It is possible that since she is not trying 

to protect anyone except herself from allergy attacks that she doesn’t feel the perception 

of others is as important as Thelma does.  Thelma, as a mother, must rely on the 

judgments of others in the care of her children, and it seems to influence the way she 

perceives allergy depictions in films.  However, as shown below, the perception of food 

service employees is of concern to Annie.  She frequently has to explain to the food 

server that even a small amount of her allergen may be fatal to her.  She is often met with 

skepticism when ordering her food. 

Annie: My favorite is good old Hitch.  When he was blown up after eating 
shellfish or whatever, that was awesome.  And he gets all swollen up, everything 
from his ears swoll up and everything.  It was great.  They make it very funny.  
They always try to make it out that allergies are very funny, which is unfortunate 
in a way, cause if you have severe allergic reactions there’s nothing funny about 
it.  And  it’s like when you get swollen up to the point he was swollen up in that 
movie, it’s like ok great, your headed towards death at that point and it’s not like 
your gonna drink a bunch of Benadryl and fix it.  You probably need to go to the 
hospital.  He drank so much of it, it’s ridiculous.  It’s kind of unrealistic, but that’s 
movies in general. 
MH: Is the speed of the reaction realistic? 
Annie: Yeah, it can happen that fast.  For food, by the end of the meal, if I were 
to have some strawberries—if I accidently had something I would say within a 
10-15 minute period of time.  If I were to finish my meal, have a conversation, I’d 
start to feel something.  It probably be not that severe yet, but I’d more than likely 
start to feel something in like 10 minutes or so.  Its relatively quick, it goes right 
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into me and—It’s ok for movies to show these, I don’t have an opinion about it 
one way or other.  I think there isn’t so much knowledge out there about severe 
allergic reactions.  The big one people hear about is peanuts.  But there’s so many 
other things that people can be allergic to.  Probably the worst problem is 
pretending it isn’t a big deal.  Literally, I have been in restaurants where I have 
seen red sauce on something and I'm like, is this raspberry or strawberry and the 
waitress is like blowing me off and I'm like you don’t understand.  I need to know 
if this is raspberry or strawberry.  And I actually had one time, say well, it’s not 
like it’s peanuts.  I said NO, this I my peanuts.  I need to know if it’s raspberry or 
strawberry.  I said because this is what the difference is going to be.  If I eat this 
cause I can’t tell if it’s strawberry—cause I don’t know what strawberries taste 
like-I might be able to taste it and may be ok—but not all raspberries taste exactly 
the same.  If I eat it and I break out and end up at the hospital it’s the difference 
between be calling up a lawyer and suing you, and the restaurant or me not having 
to go thru that we all save money.  So, would you like to find out for me if its 
strawberry or raspberry?  Most of the time they will end up bringing me a plain 
piece of whatever it is and I think that’s unfortunate because especially like areas 
of food service, where they’re not as knowledgeable. 
 
Michael, a 65 year old school teacher, with hay fever, remembered a character 

from a television program.   

Michael: In the show “Still Standing”, the son has allergies.  The son is kind of 
nerdy.  The father’s a bit of a jock.  It is an ongoing plot thing, they make fun of 
him.  But to my experience, some allergic people do use allergies to get out of 
things.   
 

Like Annie, Thelma, and Rachel, Michael recalled a character that had similar allergies to 

the ones that had a personal resonance to him. 

The five other subjects that had any recall of fictional material were far less 

specific.  For example, Gene an 18 year old college freshman, when asked if he 

remembered any film or television show in which allergies were portrayed,  he answered 

“When they’re [an allergy suffer] cleaning they start sneezing and tripping over furniture.  

Stuff like that.”  However, he was not able to give any further detail, and this subject was 

interviewed before it was determined that using memory aids would be necessary, so it 

was not possible to determine a more specific origin for this recollection.  In this response 
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the correlation between allergy awareness and recall of portrayals still stands to scrutiny, 

since gene has very little personal experience with allergies. 

Not all of the responses fit the correlation, for example Terry identified a comedy 

scene depicting lactose intolerance ad an allergic reaction, though he did not claim to 

have any food allergies or intolerances.  

Commercial Advertisements 

Advertisements for allergy remedies are unique.  They astutely avoid using any of 

the negative allergy stereotypes in their portrayals.  In allergy ads, the users of the 

medication are generally healthy and athletic.  Most of the ads do not show any allergy 

symptoms what so ever, but on the occasions that they are portrayed, the subject has a 

tired expression, a pained gesture, and possibly sneezing.  Allergy medications, 

especially those sold over-the-counter, are portrayed like other lifestyle products, such as 

perfume and clothing (Beasley and Danesi 2002) as a way to make people happy and 

healthy.  Because allergy ads are so prevalent, it is a safe assumption that it will affect 

allergy beliefs of the viewing population.   

  All but one of the subjects without allergies, said that the ads for allergy 

medications were reasonable and that the medications work.  The only exception to this 

was, Sue who is undergoing treatment for another condition and was generally displeased 

with all pharmaceuticals.  The majority of allergic subjects said that the ads are 

unrealistic, the medicine is not as effective as implied, and that the medications they took 

were not effective.  Only one claimed to be totally satisfied with the medications 

available to her.  These responses show that the experience of those with allergies makes 

them view allergy depictions with more skepticism than those who do not have allergies. 
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Terry: Claritin, that I see all the time.  They show a guy with blurry vision, they 
take a sheet over, and then you see like it’s clear.  The screen went from being 
blurry to clear.  Just TV. 

 
Gene: I know there’s Kleenex commercials.  Just a cartoon with runny noses.  
Two grownups one without sinuses and the other with sinuses, with a runny nose 
a little red nose.  And one with allergies game him Kleenex and you know 
everything went way. 

 
Rebecca: Commercials for Allegra and Claritin.  I know it’s for like sniffing and 
sneezing, itchy eyes, all that.  One was a young person running thru the grass.   
MH: How did they look?   
Rebecca:  They looked happy.   
MH: Was it a reasonable claim?  
Rebecca:  I think they work, yeah. 

 
Adrian: People happy, they were freed from this burden.  You know how they 
always show someone happy, it’s a perfect world.   
MH: Is the ad reasonable? 
Adrian: They’re false.  The cream did not work at all.  Doesn’t take me long to 
learn—you know.  

 
Annie: Yeah, there are tons of allergy ads out there.  Zyrtec, you don't see Alavert 
advertized too much.  Claritin is advertized all the time.  You see the Flonases and 
the Singulair they’ve been advertizing that’s for allergies now, even though it’s 
mainly an asthma medicine.  You see ads for Benadryl.  They sell this stuff like 
its’ a silver bullet, will cure all that ails you.  You’re never going to have an 
allergy concern again.   
MH: What do they show? 
Annie:  Happy people.  Demographically, Caucasian people, lot of women.  Not 
so much men, lots of women in the ads, most of the time the women are non-
ethnic.   
MH: Are the claims reasonable? 
Annie: I don’t know.  Assuming they come from drug companies and they are all 
liars.  I think some of the claims are reasonable.  I think that they mast some of 
the potential side effects often.  I think that, that’s unfortunate, that they sell it like 
it’s a magic bullet and there’s no repercussion to taking it.  Rather than explaining 
really and truly what they complete situation is, so that people can make more 
intelligent decisions.  But people don’t think like that, we think in sound bites.  
Can we get a quick fix?  That’s what we want.  And the funny thing about that is 
most doctors don’t have sufficient grounding in pharmacology and so all they 
know is that are being told by the drug reps, who aren’t pharmacology people 
what they should be prescribing to people and the pharmacists are so overworked 
that they don’t have the opportunity to truly council people in the way that would 
be most effective because they are the smartest ones out of the whole bunch. 
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Sally: You know the next one popping up to me is that bumble bee and he is 
changing the colors of flowers and that’s Claritin too.  [Sally misattributes an 
allergy commercial to another brand. The talking bee is a part of the Nasonex ad 
campaign] 

 
Sue: They are sad until they take the stuff then they are happy--Oh, what is that 
one, that makes everybody cleaner.  Then they are happy.  On TV and they pull 
this fog away—“oh than you Claritin for going behind the counter” (she laughs 
derisively)--Yeah right ok  
MH: Do you think the claims are reasonable?   
Sue: No, I think it’s’ ridiculous.  You’re going to take one pill and I can’t imagine 
you’re feeling that much better. 

 
Sue: I think they [direct to consumer ads] should be outlawed, because I think it 
puts illnesses into people’s heads.  They have restless leg syndrome, they have 
diarrhea, they have constipation, they have all this stuff.  They shouldn’t be 
allowed to do it.   

  
Michael: Mostly professional looking men and women.  Suit and tie type people.  
Happy after they took the product.  Better looking than regular people, but not 
superstar looking athletic. 
 

Chapter Summary  

The allergies of others are discussed with doubt and scorn, even by those who 

experience frequent allergic attacks.  There is uniformity to the stereotype described by 

the subjects, which is lacking in the personal explanations.  The subjects with allergies, 

despite their claims to be misunderstood, are often quick to accuse others of malingering.  

The uniformity of their answers shows a cultural perception of the allergic individual as 

weak and self-absorbed.  When asked how closely the subject resembles the stereotype, 

all most every subject denied that they were similar to the stereotype, even those who 

came very close to describing themselves.  

Media depictions and stereotypes influence public perception of allergies.  Yet 

few people recall much about TV or movies.  It is unclear if the fictionalized depictions 

represent the already present stereotype, if the stereotype is created by the depictions, or 
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some interplay of both.  However, the close correlation implies that there is interaction 

between the two.  Informants that recalled a fictional portrayal of an allergy without 

prompting were more likely to recall a depiction that was similar to allergies they were 

already familiar with, that matched the explanatory model they already possessed . The 

informants for this study recalled commercials, but mostly because they disagreed with 

the portrayal in the advertisement.  Further study on the influence of the media on the 

perception health issues, and allergies in particular, seems warranted.   

 Whether it is realistic or not, allergies are seen as either hilarious or deadly.  Even 

non-fictional portrayals, such as the news, tend to maintain this conception, since only 

dangerous attacks make the headlines.  Like many issues, the nature of allergies can be 

found somewhere between the extremes indicated by the stereotypes.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION
 

Allergies hold a singular place in the health conceptions of Americans.  Most 

Americans believe they have one or more allergies (Dennis 2010), and the numbers of 

medically recognized cases of allergies are increasing.  This thesis explored the five key 

points developed by Arthur Kleinman to elicit the explanatory model (EM) of allergies 

held by a sample of the American population.  Beyond that, an analysis of the 

informants’ interviews shows that the way Americans experience allergies does not 

match the medical model and instead seems to more closely fit the description of a 

culture bound syndrome (Prince 1985).   

Allergies lie at a point where the biological and the cultural meet.  Allergies are 

physical phenomena, but there are aspects of this pervasive illness left unanswered by 

biomedicine.  The information gaps that biological science does not answer are filled 

with speculation based on culturally available knowledge.  This speculation is the 

formation of explanatory models. 

An explanatory model is anything a person believes about an illness.  There are 

five points to every EM: the origin, the time of onset, the ill effects, the acuteness, and 

treatments.  Kleinman’s benchmarks were the basis for the interview analysis and chapter 

division in this thesis.  Chapter three focused on the origin of allergies in the general 

population.  This first of the two origin chapters focused on what informants believed 

they were and who was susceptible to becoming allergic.  Chapter four was also about the 
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origin of allergies, but it focused on the individual and not the community.  Chapter four 

also examined the time of onset, the ill effects and the severity of the illness from the 

individual’s point of view.  Chapter five focused on treatments and precautions used by 

allergic individuals.  Chapter six did not address any of Kleinman’s key points, but 

instead asked the informants to think about people other than themselves.  By eliciting 

stereotypes, an examination of the cultural transmission of information was possible.   

Due to the speculative nature of allergies they take on meaning other than the 

biological or the medical, therefore they bare scrutiny similar to that of recognized 

culture bound syndromes.  While culture bound syndromes are usually reserved for 

illness with a primarily psychological basis, there is evidence that much of what is 

experienced as an allergy attack has a psychological component as well as a physical one.  

Based on the interviews, it becomes clear that allergies have a cultural currency to those 

subjects who use them to manipulate their situation, event without being consciously 

aware of it.  By donning the designation of allergic, a person can elect to remain in daily 

activities or use it to withdraw to the sidelines.  However, subjects that live with frequent 

allergies do not realize how much they are shaping their social environment by their 

behavior.  Thus, because of the dual nature of allergies, the term culturally elaborated 

syndrome seems a more appropriate title for an illness with such important cultural 

components.  Further research into the cultural components of this illness is warranted.  

As stated previously, no cross cultural data were collected, therefore the case 

cannot be made that allergies actually are an American culture bound syndrome.  

However, there is enough evidence to show that further study is merited.  There are, four 

defining aspects of culture bound syndromes, 1. Culture-specific areas of stress, 2. 
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Culture-specific shaping of conduct, 3. Culture-specific interpretation, 4. Culture-specific 

interventions (Pfeiffer

If allergies were an entirely a psychogenic illness, a case could easily be made to 

categorize it as CBS, but since they usually have a biological basis, they cannot fit readily 

into that category.  Close scrutiny of the informant’s information, and a survey of the 

popular depictions of this pervasive illness, should be enough to justify the appellation of 

a culturally elaborated syndrome to allergies in the United States, since they combine 

aspects of the culturally created and the physical. 

 and Schoene1980).  Chapters three and six are important to the 

case for allergies being named a culturally elaborated syndrome, since they explore the 

stress brought about by fear of modern chemicals and pollution.  Conduct may be shaped 

by allergies, and in many cases they probably are.  However, cultural expectations 

indicate that certain behaviors and personality types are more likely to be the cause of a 

person’s allergic behavior that the actual physical condition. Such stereotypes are made 

evident through the fictional depictions and the stereotypes related in the interviews for 

this study.  The wide array of over-the-counter and prescription medications are clearly 

culture-specific interventions for allergic conditions.  Even when a person has a self-

diagnosed allergy, medication is plentiful and readily available.   

Recommendations 

Research concerning the assimilation of medical terms into the daily speech of 

non-medical professionals, and the very different meaning those words often take,  

should be of special interest to the medical professional.  A better understanding of the 

explanatory models of patients, even those that speak the same language, will facilitate 

better doctor/patient communication, and possibly result in better treatment outcomes for 
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the allergic patient.  Informants used in this study were overwhelmingly dissatisfied with 

the treatment they received from their physician.  It should be of special concern to the 

medical community, that an illness effecting millions of Americans, of which a 

significant portion initially seek medical treatment, elect to terminate physician care in 

order to self-treat.   

Summary 

 American allergies are a culturally elaborated illness, which neither match the 

medical model, nor are entirely culturally created.  The pervasiveness of allergy-like 

symptoms and the lack of solid information on the topic lead to speculation, based on 

personal familiarity and media portrayals of the allergic experience.  Realistic, easy to 

access, facts might reduce the divergent beliefs regarding the natures of allergies.  And a 

more lenient use of the word allergy, on the part of the clinician, might facilitate 

communication and provide relief for many individuals seeking help for less common 

“allergic” complaints.  Allergies are both a physical and cultural illness; the solution to 

this ailment may also like in a combination of both the biological and the social. 
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APPENDIX A: THE SAMPLE POPULATION 

Subjects by Pseudonym, Demographic Information and Allergic Response 

Pseudonym  Age Ethnicity Gender Allergen(s) Type of Reaction Time of onset 

Sandy 21 White Female Mold, dairy, foods, dogs Sinus infections,  
Rash (from dogs) 

Childhood 
(outgrown) 
Adult 

Mikaena 21 White Female Nuts, pets Eczema, Hives, air pipe locks up Childhood 

Alexis 23 African 
American 

Female Peanuts or dust Rash Adult 

Christine 25 African 
American 

Female Pollen Sinus pain and congestion Childhood 
(outgrown) 
Adult 

Bridgette 27 White Female Cold air, Horse, Pollen Hives(cold/horse) 
asthma/sinuses (pollen) 

Childhood 

Jackie 30 White Female Smoke  Childhood 

Kate 30 White Female Dust, pepper  Adult 

Annie 37 African 
American 

Female Strawberry 
Dust, pollen, smoke 

Anaphylaxis (strawberry) 
Rash (from gym activity) 
Eyes swell shut, sneezing 

Childhood 
(some new as 
adult) 

Kaylee 37 White Female Orange foods, pollens, Smoke  Childhood 
(some new as 
adult) 

Sally 40 White Female Mold, chemicals, paint 
perfumes, dust 

Congestion, sinus pain, sneezing Childhood 

Dot 51 White Female Pollen, feathers Congestion, sinus pain Childhood 

Anita 58  White Female Shrimp, Penicillin   Skin turns red 
(reaction unknown to penicillin) 

Adult 

Mimi 22 African 
American 

Male Dust, Pollen Wheezing, sinus pressure, 
headaches 

High school 

Christian 25 Hispanic Male “Everything” Mildew, cologne, 
humidity, high temperatures 

Sinus congestion, distorted 
vision, headaches 

Childhood 

Adrian 30 Hispanic Male Mexican beers Eczema Adult 

Eric 39 White Male MSG Headache Adult 

William 46 White Male Dust, Pollen, Poison Ivy Sneezing, sinus congestion Adult 

Michael 64 White Male (unknow) Food Skin turns purple  Adult 

Rebecca 25 Hispanic Female None   

Donna 30 Trini Female None   

Rachel 30 White Female None   

Thelma 36 White Female None   

Sue 59 White Female None   

Gene 19 Haitian Male None   

Terry 19 Hispanic Male None   

Scotty 38 White Male None   
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APPENDIX B: FICTIONAL REPRESENTATION OF ALLERGY ATTACKS
 

In the development of this thesis media representations of allergies were to be a 

central focus of the research.  However, the interview material was so rich that the media 

information was pushed to the periphery. While they are no long central to the thesis, the 

media representations are quite interesting, and examined in contrast to the biomedical 

statistics about allergic conditions, it demonstrates how skewed the fictional depictions 

are in favor of the overtly dramatic.  The table below lists the type of reaction, the age, 

gender, method of contact with the allergen, and the type of reaction.   

In the television shows and movies listed, there is a strong positive correlation 

between a character with allergies and that character being portrayed as socially awkward 

and “nerdy.”  This is more the case on television programs that have more time to 

develop a character.   

The lists below are not intended to be comprehensive.  There are many newspaper 

articles, television news segments, and magazine articles that have not been included 

because they are not fiction, but may possibly skew the explanatory models of the 

viewers’ as much as fictional portrayals.  Also, there are more allergy representations in 

films and television programs that have escaped inclusion, because there are so many and 

there is no central reference listing allergy depictions.  It is beyond the scope of this 

research to gather them all, but an attempt was made to gather a representative sample 

into this data.  Also, allergies that are not shown, only mentioned, were not included in 

these tables.  Otherwise the list would have been significantly longer.
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Movies with Depictions of Allergies 

Safe Drama Adult 
female 

Universal 
allergy 

Environmental 
exposures 

Chemical 

Cats & Dogs Comedy Adult 
male 

Sneeze Chronic allergy Pet 

Sidney White Comedy Adult 
male 

Sneeze Chronic allergy Multiple 

Fearless Drama Adult 
male 

Anaphylaxis Attempted 
suicide 

Food 
strawberry 

Firewall Drama Child 
male 

Anaphylaxis Attack Food 
peanuts 

Mrs. Doubtfire Comedy Adult 
male 

Anaphylaxis Attack Food 
pepper 

Addicted to Love Comedy Adult 
male 

Swelling Attack Food 
strawberry 

Monster in Law Comedy Adult 
female 

Swollen lip Attack Food 
nuts 

Game plan Comedy Adult 
male 

Swelling Accident Food 
cinnamon 

.. .. Child 
female 

Anaphylaxis Accident Food 
nuts 

Hitch Comedy Adult 
male 

Swelling Accident Food 
 

Wickerman Drama Adult 
male 

Anaphylaxis Attack Bee sting 

My Girl Drama Child 
male 

Anaphylaxis accident Fatal Bee sting 

Meet the Robinsons Comedy 
(animated) 

Adult 
male 

Anaphylaxis Accident Food 
peanut 

 
Cloudy with a Chance of 

Meatballs 
Comedy 

(animated) 
Adult  

Female 
Anaphylaxis Accident Food 

Peanut 
Star Trek (Abrams) Comedy 

(action) 
Adult 
Male 

Edema Accident Medication 
injection 
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Television Programs with Depictions of Allergies 

Gilligan 
“Allergy Time” 

1966 Comedy Adult 
male 

Sneeze Mistaken for 
psychological 

Scent 
 

Brady Bunch 
“Katchoo” 

1969 Comedy Child 
female 

Sneeze Mistaken 
trigger 

Pet 
Flea powder 

M*A*S*H 
“Bless You 
Hawkeye” 

1981 Drama Adult 
male 

Sneeze Psychological Scent 
 

Cheers 
“Diane’s Allergy” 

1984 Comedy Adult 
Female 

Sneeze Psychological Person 
dog 

Alf 
“Baby Love” 

1989 Comedy Alien 
Male 

Sneeze Psychological Person 
baby 

CSI 
“Ending Happy” 

2004 Drama Adult 
male 

Anaphylaxis Attack Food 
shrimp 

CSI 
“Eleven Angry 

Jurors” 

2004 Drama Adult 
male 

Anaphylaxis Attack Food 
Peanut/bee 

Monk 
“Mr. Monk & the 
Missing Granny” 

2004 Comedy Adult 
male 

Sneeze Chronic 
allergy 

Pet 

That’s So Raven 
“Chef-man and 

Raven” 

2005 Comedy Teen 
female 

Swelling attack Food 
mushrooms 

The Simpsons 
“Please Homer 
Don’t Hammer 

‘em” 

2006 Comedy 
(animated) 

Adult 
male/ 
Child 
male 

Swelling attack Food 
Peanut/ 
shrimp 

Boston Legal 
“Nut” 

2006 Drama Child 
male 

Anaphylaxis Peanuts (fatal) Food 
peanut 

CSI: NY 
"The Ride In" 

2007 Drama Adult 
male 

Anaphylaxis Accient Food 

CSI 
“Time’s Up” 

2007 Drama Teen 
Female 

Asthma Attack 
(accidental 

death) 

Flowers 

Ugly Betty 
“East Side Story” 

2007 Comedy Teen Male Swelling Attack Food 
Walnuts 

The Big Bang 
Theory 

 Comedy Adult  
Male 

Swelling Intentional 
self-

administration 

Food Peanut 

Deadwood 
“Unauthorized 

Cinnamon” 

 Drama Adult 
male 

Swollen 
throat 

Unaware of 
allergy 

Food  
Cinnamon 
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